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ABSTRACT

ACM Classification Keywords

The rapid proliferation of the Internet of Things (IoT)
increases the data collection and exchange in our everyday
lives. However, understanding the information from IoT
devices and inferring contextual insights from the data can
be difficult. The availability of multi-touch technologies
opens up opportunities for making sense of data, for
example through interactive visualisations that help reflect
on user activity. This dissertation aims to improve the
dialogue between users and digital information by
exploring the creation and display of annotations for timeseries data on touchscreens. Two comparative usability
studies are reported in which 30 participants contrasted 3
data selection approaches and 24 participants compared 3
annotation visualisations. Through an evaluation of the
selection speed and the selection accuracy in the first study,
the results indicate that one technique predominates. This is
an interval-based approach, in which the user draws with a
finger along the vertical dimension over the area that
contains important data. Through an assessment of the
information retrieval accuracy from annotations and
through the task completion time in the second study,
outcomes suggest that one annotation visualisation seems to
be more efficient than the others. This is an annotation that
uses dashed lines to highlight salient regions in time-series.
These findings are of relevance for data visualisation tools
that operate on multi-touch, and for any user who wants to
make sense of time-series (e.g. electricity consumption
data) by highlighting important data elements for
information retrieval at a later time.

H.5.2 Information Interfaces: User Interfaces.
MSc Contribution Type

Empirical.
1. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a concept, which involves a
system of uniquely identifiable objects that are interlinked
with the internet and exchange data [39]. These “things” are
embedded in all kinds of contexts and can be anything
imaginable from consumer products, appliances, devices in
people and animals, to vehicles, buildings and other
everyday objects. This ubiquitous connectivity promises to
improve the quality of life by increasing task automation,
machine efficiency as well as resource usage and by
decreasing waste, illnesses and casualties. It is anticipated
that by 2025 there will be 100 billion of these selfupgrading devices globally, which will be connected to the
web [39].
This rapid proliferation accompanies an immense collection
and exchange of data. Relevant information can be used by
governments, businesses and private households to gain
insights about various life aspects such as people’s
behaviours or habits. However, obtaining such discoveries
from IoT data can be challenging for individuals, because
users, foremost, need to understand the information from
these devices [21]. Relying on personal data alone to infer
insights, reason about the information, or to comprehend
effects of user behaviour can be difficult [24]. To overcome
this, information visualisation offers useful approaches for
people to make sense of IoT data [21]. A typical approach
would be to design representations of the data in such a way
that meaningful inferences can be drawn by simply looking
at them. Although this method seems promising it may be
insufficient in gaining deeper contextual insights about the
data such as understanding causal patterns, contextual
effects and interlinked connections within the data (e.g.
discoveries about energy consumption habits) [7, 21].
Conversely, interactive visualisations invite users to engage
with the information. In this regard, visual analytic tools
that allow users to explore and investigate the data
meaningfully can commonly be used [24]. After all,
knowledge acquisition is, largely, an active and
constructive process [36]. However, interaction with data is
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not yet explored extensively, although it is one of the most
important facets of data visualisation [28]. Therefore, it is
of interest as to what kind of interactive dynamics are most
useful for users in making sense of their data, concerning
specific data types and domains.

easily transferrable to tablets or other mobile devices.
Interactions with data visualisations are manifold, depend
on the data type and are influenced by the properties of the
employed visualisation. In addition, they can be motivated
by different user goals. Therefore, work should be done to
investigate novel operations in light of this context. In this
regard, there is a need for further exploring the fundamental
task of selection for multi-touch. More precisely, it is of
interest as to what kind of selection approach is effective
and favoured by users for annotating data elements in timeseries graphs, especially in those that contain multiple
streams of data where graphs overlap each other.
Subsequently it should be investigated how annotations can
best be visualised in time-series graphs for information
retrieval.

Research in this area is extensive, as interactions with data
visualisations can be multifarious. Heer and Shneiderman
[21] attempted to collate and categorise task types in a
taxonomy that are critical for successful analytic inquiries
with digital data. They present three high-level categories
for interactions: (1) users may specify the data and the
views of the information for their exploration, (2) users may
manipulate the data views for concrete investigations, and
(3) visual analytic tools may include functions that let users
track their analysis process and document their dialogue
with the data. For the first group, available tools such as
Gapminder and Tableau let users choose and create their
visualisations, screen information for relevant points, and
sort data to uncover relationships and structures [21, 28].
Additionally, statistical analysis environments such as R or
libraries such as Pandas for Python enable users to
transform data and extrapolate new properties. For the
second category, visualisation research explores best ways
for data selection, navigation, coordination and
organisation. Work in this area includes searching and
filtering data within charts, for example performing queries
by drawing freehand graphs [49], using visual objects to
define query constraints [22], investigating inquiry
techniques to generalise user selections [19] or gesturing
along lines of graphs to perform search queries [23]. For the
third task type group, academic work generally designs and
evaluates tools that allow for annotations and visual
encodings, the sharing of findings and guided analytics [20,
46]. All of these interaction approaches have been explored
in academia and are subsequently implemented in
commercial applications where users encounter them. For
instance, one study [7] explored a web application that
allows users to make sense of their electricity consumption
habits by selecting intervals in time series data with the
mouse, by annotating selections with icons and describing
them with textual information. In this work, the interactive
focus lay on creating annotations. For the consumer, tools
such as Tableau, a business intelligence application, allow
non-technical users to visualise data in the form of
dashboards or information sheets utilising many forms of
interactions. This software was the result of work by
researchers [44] on querying, analysing and visualising
multidimensional databases.

The goal of this dissertation is to address these points, and
to contribute to the work on interaction methods for timeseries graphs on multi-touch devices for the purpose of
annotation. Inspired by previous work, three techniques for
selecting data elements within graphs are explored in a
laboratory-based study as well as three novel ways of
displaying annotations in time-series graphs to the user.
Characteristically for such explorations, quantitative data in
the form of task completion times and error rates are
collected and analysed complementary to qualitative survey
data. The outcomes from the analyses, conducted in this
dissertation, indicate that an interval-based selection
technique and an annotation type that uses dashed lines to
highlight salient data elements are more usable than two
other comparative approaches. The discoveries in this area
can inform developers of data visualisation systems and
open up new design spaces for multi-touch technology.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW

This part reviews related work on the design and evaluation
of novel interaction techniques for data visualisations with a
focus on multi-touch devices. In view of the growth of
turning all facets of day-to-day living into computerised
data, this section first illustrates the relevance of interactive
visualisations within HCI. The section also describes design
and evaluation approaches characteristic of information
visualisation studies and gives a brief overview of dynamic
interaction types for visual analyses, paying special
attention to the fundamental task of selection. Lastly, this
review outlines work on the representation of annotations
within data visualisations and discusses research
opportunities that are addressed in this dissertation.

While most of the academic work explores interactions with
visualisations within desktop applications, commercial
visualisation tools increasingly call for more functionality.
In addition, as multi-touch technologies are advancing and
being more often used for work, analysis tasks should be

2.1 Datafication and the role of interactive information
visualisations in HCI

Already, we live in the age of data. Following Kurzweil’s
law of accelerating returns [29], which argues that
technological change grows exponentially in most domains,
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data accumulation will equally increase. The ideology of
datafication is shaped by the creed in measuring every
aspect of human life through connected technologies [9].
Moreover, dataism evaluates each being according to how
well it processes data. It promises salvation through the
Internet of Things which is believed to spread unstoppably
around the globe [17]. However, in the end, human
decisions will define whether the data-driven future will be
fair and just or disastrous. Hence, academic fields such as
Human-Computer Interaction especially have the duty to
better the dialogue between individuals and digital
information [47]. One endeavour for this purpose is the
improvement of requirements for understanding data but
this calls for critical engagement from users [9].

behaviour feedback technology in HCI concentrates its
efforts on accumulating knowledge about certain
behaviours through active engagement and critical
interrogation with data visualisations. This approach is
grounded on the educational theory of constructivism [18,
36], which posits that individuals acquire knowledge
through experience. In addition, data analysis tools that
make use of interactive visualisations introduce contexts
that enable users to reason about information from
computer systems [24].
Although interactive data visualisations are intended to
optimise the understanding of digital information and
change certain behaviours, research on this subject in HCI
predominantly focuses on the verification of the concept
and design [15]. Longitudinal studies that extend the work
by examining the use and effectiveness of data analysis
tools in situ are not as frequent or only occur in subsequent
investigations [15, 24]. The design approach is usually
assessed in laboratory settings with usability methods that
measure quantitative data such as the task completion time
or errors [15]. Only a few studies, such as that done by
Cawthon and Moere [5] use online surveys for the
evaluation. Measuring insights from data visualisations has
not been carried out much but is increasing. As an
orientation, evaluators and designers of such visualisations
may refer to work by Choe et al. [6] that categorises eight
insight types (e.g. self-reflection and detail and distribution)
which should be assessed by data visualisation and analysis
researchers. The authors also stress the need for research in
the following four areas: (1) obtainment of correct insight,
(2) communication of understandings, (3) promotion of
self-reflection, and (4) the use of graphical annotations.

Interactive data visualisations can address this development
to some degree. They help users in making sense of patterns
in the deluge of information. Generally, broader fields such
as information, communication and technology research
(ICT), business intelligence (BI) and especially information
visualisation conducts research on this subject matter. For
instance, research [12] has been done to investigate ways of
improving business analyses applications by exploring
novel annotation aspects of multi-chart visualisation
systems. Other work [37] explored the visualisation of
biographical data to support information retrieval for a
variety of areas such as the medical or the legal sector.
Reviewing existing literature in more detail, it becomes
evident that data visualisation research is very
multidisciplinary and still a very young field. In HCI
however, the domain of behaviour feedback technology,
which extends back to psychological research in the 1970’s
[15], has targeted this topic in more detail over the last
decades. This area is mainly concerned with developing
tools that increase personal health or wellbeing for
individuals and applications that foster environmentally
friendly behaviour [24]. The focus usually lies on the
representation and interaction with data and less on
designing system architectures that provide the information.
For instance, work by Broms et al. [3] propose an interface
in the form of a clock that visualises electricity
consumption data of the last 24 hours in relation to the
experience of time throughout the day. Its objective is to
facilitate interpretation of electricity data and foster an
understanding of resource consumption habits. In contrast,
other approaches on this topic in HCI such as appliance
load monitoring (ALM) or the use of general purpose
sensors [30] attempt to achieve the same by only providing
a detailed breakdown of the electricity consumption to the
households through automatic disaggregation with the use
of sensors and machine learning techniques. While these
approaches may cause behavioural change, it is
questionable whether these methods maintain actual
behaviour change in the long run [1]. It is likelier that

2.2 Types of interactions with data visualisations

There are a considerable amount of different interaction
techniques with data. Yi and colleagues [53] conducted a
rigorous survey to assess various interaction methods with
data visualisations and identified 311 separate techniques
embedded in existing systems. The authors point out that
this multitude may be described by various taxonomies that
emphasise different gradations in interactions similar to
Norman’s action theory [35] which puts forward the
assumption that performing an action requires a user to
undergo stages of goal-forming, task execution and
evaluation. The authors discovered that existing
classifications of interaction methods either focus on user
goals or evolve around the system of the data visualisation.
Also, different forms of representations use different
interaction methods to accomplish the same set of tasks or
objectives. As a result, the same authors devised seven
higher-level categories that are based on a user’s intent in
carrying out actions with data: connect, elaborate,
reconfigure, filter, encode, explore and select. However,
this taxonomy is not exhaustive. A survey by Liu et al. [31]
3

illustrates that many interactions with data have moved
beyond the classical WIMP system and happen on touch
interfaces or collaborative systems which produce new
interaction paradigms.

conveyance of insights by extracting and annotating data as
well as creating visual narratives. These stories are based on
performed data explorations which can then be shared to
others. This approach is also integrated in other applications
such as FigureEnergy [7], which was developed for making
sense of household energy consumption data. It was found
that through annotating and labelling time-series graphs in
this application users associated energy data with activities
rather than appliances.

Heer & Shneiderman [21] proposed a different taxonomy
for interactive dynamics, which focuses on critical tasks
users perform during data analysis, and additional actions
they enable. They assign 12 task types to three high-level
categories: data and view specification (visualise, filter,
sort, derive), view manipulation (select, navigate,
coordinate, organise) and process and provenance (record,
annotate, share, guide). Some of these interaction types are
in accordance with the previously described classification
system proposed by [53], and depending on the purpose and
nature of the data, may be intertwined with each other. For
instance, visual analysts may want to select specific
portions in a dataset to perform analyses or annotate these
elements for later reviews, which also requires an initial
selection. Lastly, Sadana and Stasko [41] grouped task
types with data visualisations into two categories according
to their use setting: view-driven and data centric
interactions. Tasks in the view-driven class aim to change
the data visualisation but not the underlying data.
Operations in the data-centric group have the goal to
modify the underlying data.

2.3 Graph interactions on multi-touch devices

In consequence of powerful multi-touch technology (i.e.
tablets, touchtables, mobile devices etc.) becoming widely
adopted for personal use and work, interactions with data
visualisations are no longer limited to desktop, mouse and
keyboard configurations. Also, traditional WIMP systems
oftentimes seem not to be the best fit for situations that
require interaction with data visualisations [51]. This has
opened up a new problem space with rich possibilities for
exploring novel representation and interaction techniques
with data.
Baur et al. [2], who proposed a solution for bringing natural
multi-touch interactions to stacked graphs from the desktop,
conducted initial academic work in this area. Other work
focused on natural interactions with scatterplot
visualisations on tablets [40, 41]. Drucker and colleagues
[10] investigated interactions for data analysis with bar
charts on tablets in a user study. They discovered that using
gestures outperformed and was favoured over a WIMP
approach where a finger tap acted as a mouse click.
Different efforts focused on the creation of graphs: Brown
et al. [4] developed a system that enables sketch-based
interaction on whiteboards for simple charts. After drawing
a chart frame and its properties, the system completes the
figure correspondingly and allows the user to interact with
the data. A different study [48] investigated free-hand
visualisation for bar charts, line graphs and scatterplots on
whiteboards with pen-and-touch interactions. The authors
employed a Wizard of Oz methodology and reported that
users performed well and understood the context for a penand-touch interplay. Sadana and Stasko [41] iteratively
explored a suite of multi-touch operations for dynamic
scatterplot interactions on tablets and implemented these in
a prototype application. While most of the previous work
only considered single visualisation techniques, the same
authors ventured into the area of multiple coordinated views
(MCV) for multi-touch devices. They built a prototype
application that enables data exploration from different
angles and smartly considers limited screen estate [42].

All of these interaction techniques have been the focus of
academic and commercial work. They can be integrated in
everyday devices where users interact with data (e.g. smart
meters) but are, generally, implemented in specially
designed applications for data analysis and visualisation. As
an example, Polaris (now Tableau) [44], a powerful
application for visualising multidimensional relational
databases, lets users produce various views from available
data, create accurate queries and filter out irrelevant data
items. The Voyager tool [52] facilitates the broader data
exploration process by automatically creating data views
throughout the analysis. Similarly, a prototype developed
by van den Elzen and van Wijk [13] enables analysts to
investigate specifications of visualisations in more detail by
sifting through different parameter variants that generate
small multiples of other representations. Another
visualisation tool, called iVoLVER [34], implements the
constructive bottom-up approach of manipulating, selecting
and organising separate data elements and properties to
gradually create a final visualisation. Although interaction
with iVoLVER has shown to require more cognitive
activity compared to automated tools (e.g. Tableau) this
application leads to clear and adaptable visualisation
processes that make critical analysis easier [33]. Further,
Gratzl et al. [16] developed a prototype based on their
CLUE (Capture, Label, Understand, Explain) model that
allows for easy documentation and communication of data
insights. It combines the exploration process and the

Concerning the consumer market, there are various mobile
visualisation tools available. For instance, vizable by
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Tableau1 focuses on view specification and manipulation
and heavily utilises gestural operations. With it, users are
able to visualise and explore own information with
histograms to compare data or line graphs to display
variations over time. Roambi2, a similar application for the
iOS platform, puts its focus on interactivity through
dashboards that organise multiple data illustrations together
and allows for template-based data transformation as well
as sharing. Another related application, the Splunk Mobile
Access app3, also enables consumers to explore information
visualisations of numeric reports through gestural
interactions but also includes the functionality to annotate
and highlight reports.

method proved to be easy to learn and intuitive as it was
adopted from existing desktop visual exploration tools such
as TimeSearcher4. Work by Heer et al. [19] also made use
of the rubber-band possibility and explored an advanced
level of interaction by applying selection to the data level
and not only the visualisation level for scatterplot graphs.
The advantage of this is that users can specify declarative
range queries to generalise selections. Their findings
suggest that users can easily apply this query relaxation, but
there appear to be problems with interpreting the relaxed
queries when viewed passively. This indicates that it may
be more appropriate for the purpose of annotation for
different views of scatterplot data. Holz and Feiner [23]
extended this technique to time-oriented data in which users
perform search queries with a sketch-based interaction. By
tracing along the line of a graph, the user characterises the
search pattern in which a slower gesture specifies a more
relevant part while a slower movement indicates a less
relevant section of the query characterisation. This query by
example approach has also been implemented in the
desktop application QuerySketch [49], a financial tool that
allows users to sketch a graph profile in an entry panel to
search for a similar pattern within the data. The authors
emphasise that this method could be valuable for data sets
that contain potential causal relationships among data
points. Very recent work on the selection operation [42]
explored ways of empowering the non-dominant hand to
allow for more sophisticated selection approaches such as
expanding, modifying and repeating available selections.
Future research should consider extending functionalities of
existing desktop tools for multi-touch devices. For example,
interaction in the FigureEnergy [7] application that lets
users select portions of time series data for annotation
should be customised and extended for touch to enable
precise selection for multiple data streams.

While these investigations and commercial applications
already promise to be good solutions for data analysis and
visualisation on multi-touch devices, not many efforts have
addressed interactions with charts of time-series data or
those with multiple data streams. Fundamental interactions
such as selecting data elements or annotating portions of
graphs need to be investigated on multi-touch devices for
this data type. Therefore in the following, work on different
selection techniques and representations of annotations are
discussed that will lay the foundation for the laboratorybased explorations conducted in this dissertation.
2.4 Selecting data: purposes and techniques

Selection of information is a fundamental task in any
visualisation application. As outlined above, there are many
purposes for selecting information within data
visualisations and often a selection can be intertwined with
other interaction types. In most cases, visual analysts
perform selections to specify and manipulate certain views
or to track their data exploration process and communicate
findings. In addition, users may want to select single points
or multiple elements.

In summary, there is a multitude of available possibilities
for accurate selection on multi-touch devices. Although
some techniques are more suitable for different graphs and
data types, the literature suggests that there is no optimal
selection method for touch as there is for cursor-based
operations [41]. Lassoing targets for selection and drawing
a rectangle around elements of lines seem to be effective
selection approaches for scatterplot data. Likewise, the
technique of tracing along lines for the purpose of
generalising queries. However, these selection techniques
have not been explored for the purpose of annotation in
time series graphs on multi-touch, especially for those that
contain multiple data streams. The first part of this
dissertation will address this gap and investigate these three
selection approaches by analysing the task completion

Again, research in this area is extensive. For touch screens,
Sadana and Stasko [41] explored a variety of selection
techniques and discovered that the lasso technique and the
rubber-band method were most effective for selection. With
the lasso technique, the user encircles the area of interest
that holds the data points. The findings indicated that this
method enables finer control during selection. The rubberband approach allows the user to move a rectangular area
over the visualisation to select the elements of interest. This
1
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times and the accuracy for each condition and evaluating
subjective participant responses.

In contrast to this user-centered way of highlighting
relevant regions within visualisations, annotations can also
be data driven. In such visualisation systems, annotations
are automatically generated based on attractive properties
or holistic themes. Google Drive has recently introduced a
function in its spreadsheet application where inscriptions
point to interesting regions within graphs upon chart
creation. Similarly, a study by Kong and Agrawala [26]
applied this method to bitcharts where users choose their
own annotation settings. Their system then automatically
creates graphical overlays without affecting any raw data.
Regarding multi-chart visualisation systems, Elias and
Bezerianos [12] developed a dashboard prototype for
business intelligence analysis, which allows annotation
recommendations and annotations across platforms that are
subsequently accessible in a pane. By interviewing domain
experts, they identified needs that annotation systems ought
to fulfill: (1) allow for multi-chart annotations, (2) attaching
annotations to data points rather than visualisations and (3)
easy examination of annotations across views and
hierarchical data dimensions. However, these points are
rarely addressed at the same time by data visualization
tools.

2.5 Visualising annotations

Once selections have been performed for the purpose of
annotation, the selected areas and their notations have to be
displayed. Work by Hullman et al. [25] suggests that
effective annotations make use of a balance of visual
saliency and contextual importance. The authors came to
this conclusion by user testing their tool Contextifier that
automatically generates annotations for stock data charts
based on reports about a firm. Within this study, the
researchers also categorised the purpose of annotations and
the possibilities by which they can be fixed to data.
Therefore, annotations may be used for adding external
information or reflecting on parts of the visualisation. In
addition, they may be anchored to single or multiple data
elements, regions or the whole visualisation.
One possibility of visualising annotations is by using text.
Descriptive annotations can provide context for the selected
data points, suggest interpretations and leverage storytelling
[43]. For example, In GeoTime Stories [11] users can
generate text-based annotations within representations to
convey stories. The sense.us web application [20] also lets
analysts write on a range of visualisations, including maps
and diagrams. Further, it allows users to add lines, arrows
and shapes onto the visualisation. When the cursor hovers
over an annotated description the text area lights up in
yellow. Tableau, the leader in data visualisation software
also supports this feature to enhance storytelling with data
in its openly available application Tableau Public5. Yet,
another approach for creating annotations that is commonly
used in collaborative contexts is by sketching [20]. Work in
this field [27] explored the interpretation of freeform arrow
and stroke annotations for line charts. These annotations
highlighted salient portions of the graphs based on their
location and the line curve. For instance, arrows pointing to
peaks, valleys or slopes would cover these regions entirely
and lines reaching from one position to another would
select the whole range. Although these types were not
tested formally, they may facilitate the interpretation of
freeform annotations in collaborative settings according to
the authors. However, annotations may also be shown
below the graphs. ChronoViz [50] a tool for visualising
multiple streams in time-oriented data displays annotations
in timeline form below graphs and video footage.
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The multitude of work in this area shows that there are
many approaches for visualising annotations. However,
future work is necessary to support interactions with multitouch technology and extend the spectrum of annotations
for time-series graphs with multiple data streams.
Therefore, the second part of this dissertation will explore
new ways of visualising annotations for information
retrieval and address the need for annotating multiple data
streams as well as anchoring annotations to data points
rather than visualisations. The usability is assessed by
analysing the time it takes to retrieve information about
properties such as the shape and the range of an annotation
and how accurately the information is retrieved.
3. SELECTION STUDY
3.1 Research questions and hypotheses

The background section outlined the need for investigations
of new interactions with data visualisations for multi-touch
devices. It justifies the following research questions and
hypotheses. In the first part of this dissertation three
techniques for selecting portions of time-series graphs with
multiple data streams are explored: lassoing, tracing, and
interval (see figure 1 for an illustration of all three
techniques). In the lasso method, the user draws a
polygonal circuit with his or her finger around the target
within the graph. This interaction is common in desktop
drawing applications but was also identified as an accurate
selection technique for scatter plot data [41]. The tracing
method allows users to drag their finger along the relevant
portion of the graph to perform a selection. Exploring the

https://public.tableau.com/s/
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Figure 1. The three selection techniques, from left to right: lassoing, tracing and interval.

selection efficiency of this technique for time-series data
was inspired by previous work [23] which discovered that
this operation is faster for performing relaxed search
queries within time-series than traditional approaches.
Lastly, in the interval approach the user draws with her
finger over the area that includes the target within the graph
whereby the movement does not have to trace the line
directly. This selection technique is familiar from video and
music editing applications and has been proven to be very
suitable for selecting data points from scatter plot data [41]
(the technique is called rubber-band by the authors but
interval is considered more appropriate in this context).

Research questions

Which of the three techniques (i.e. lassoing, tracing and
interval) performs best for time-series as measured by the
total completion time and selection accuracy? What insights
can be deduced about the three techniques based on poststudy reports, video footage and observational notes?
Hypotheses

6

A1: There is a difference in the total completion time
between the three selection techniques.
B1: There is a difference in the selection accuracy between
the three selection techniques.

Given the nature of these three techniques, when there are
multiple time-series the interval technique always requires
the user to deselect irrelevant time-series for accurate target
selection whereas the other two can do without. However,
when time-series are intertwined with each other, lassoing
furthermore requires a deselection of the irrelevant timeseries (illustrated in figure 2). The tracing method does not
require a deselection of irrelevant time-series.

3.2 Technical implementation

The experiment was implemented as a web application,
building on the Django web framework and using a
combination of Python, HTML 5 and JavaScript to build
the back end and front end. The information was stored in a
SQLite database on the researcher’s laptop. The web
application was accessed in the Safari browser on two 9.7inch iPad Airs (one for practice trials and one for the actual
study), running IOS mobile version 10.3.3. Both iPads were
connected through Wi-Fi to the laptop on a local network to
reduce network delays. The brightness of the iPads was the
same for every participant. An iPhone 5s, mounted on a
tripod, was used to capture video footage of participant’s
hand gestures and upload them directly to a secured cloud
as well as a 13-inch Macbook for receiving answers from a
post-experiment survey.

Figure 2. Two diagram sets with three time-series that contain
one target with or without overlap. Deactivation of the timeseries is possible via the sensor buttons.

The first part of this work aims to investigate the
performance of these three approaches through the
collection of numerical data. Additionally, reasons for
possible performance differences and subjective
preferences are acquired through qualitative data.

6

At this point, the study is only limited to non-directional hypotheses.
Directional and specific hypotheses cannot be proposed because the three
approaches have not yet been explored with time-series graphs for making
precise selections. Also, they have not been directly compared with each
other before in previous work. Null hypotheses are not stated.
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with the total task completion time and the total error rate.
The order of the conditions was fully counterbalanced and
the diagram sets were the same for every participant.
Additionally, the order of diagrams within each condition
was randomised for every person. In total the participants
performed 75 selections, 25 each per selection technique.

3.3 Method
Participants

There were 30 participants (16 female, MAge = 31.97, SD =
12.75, range: 18 - 62) in the study. Out of these, 10 were
university students from different backgrounds (including
Psychology, HCI, Anthropology and Computer Science), 3
were unemployed and the rest were working professionals
(teacher, teaching assistant, consultants and advisors,
archivist, research assistant, actor, IT administrators, police
officer and film producer). They were all recruited via UCL
emailing lists and the UCL psychology subject pool and
were paid 10 pounds in cash for participating. There were
no extraordinary inclusion and exclusion criteria, except
participants needed to be able to understand the
instructions, hold and operate a tablet properly and either
have normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Everyone was
therefore able to understand the given instructions and
material. For 83.3 % of the participants English was the
primary language. Three of the participants were lefthanded. Most of the participants (93. 3 %) were familiar
with tablet computers. Only 2 participants (6.6 %) said they
never use tablet computers. Regarding familiarity with data
representations, half of all participants stated they rarely use
or encounter data visualisations, 33,3 % occasionally
employ or need them and 13,3 % use and need them daily.
Only 1 participant (3.3 %) stated she never uses or needs
any form of data visualisation. Video footage was recorded
from 26 (86.6 %) participants, the rest did not give their
permission.

Diagram sets and study procedure

A set of 5 unique time-series diagrams for the practice
phase and a set of 25 unique time-series diagrams per
selection technique both displayed in landscape mode to the
participant, were used for the actual experiment. Each timeseries diagram either had one or two targets which were
visualised with a thicker line in red (as shown in figure 3).
The x-axis on each diagram showed timestamps in 12hourly intervals and their corresponding date. The y-axis
did not have any values.
For the practice trial set, each diagram displayed three timeseries from three different sensors. In 3 of the diagrams two
time-series were intertwined and in 2 diagrams all three
time-series overlapped. In 4 practice trials was one target to
select and 1 trial contained two targets. At the top of each
diagram were buttons for each time-series graph which
enabled the graphs to be switched on and off. The bottom of
each trial contained a box with feedback on the number of
trials that were completed (see figure 3).
The diagram set for the actual experiment had a different
distribution of graphs and targets. In 20 diagrams (i.e. 80
%) three graphs were displayed and in 5 diagrams (i.e. 20
%) only one graph. In 9 cases, all three graphs overlapped
and in 11 cases only two of the graphs were intertwined
with each other. Out of all trials, 16 (i.e. 64 %) had one
target to select and 9 trials (i.e. 36 %) contained two targets.

Design
The study used a single factor design and collected repeated
measures within subjects. There were 3 conditions which
corresponded to the selection techniques described above:
lassoing, tracing and interval. Efficiency was measured

Figure 3. One diagram set containing the three graphs, the red target and the time-series buttons.
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At the beginning of the experiment, participants received a
general information sheet, a consent form and a permission
sheet to video record the hand gestures (see appendix 1).
The sheets described that participation could be withdrawn
at any time without being disadvantaged or losing the
remuneration. Thereafter, the participants were instructed to
switch off any distracting items. Prior to the completion of
each condition, the participants were verbally inducted and
completed the set of practice trials on the first iPad. In the
practice phase, feedback on the accuracy was given to the
participant by a number, whereby zero meant perfect
accuracy. Additionally, feedback was given on the
correctness of the selection, and time-series that were
selected turned bold. Wrong selections could be undone by
tapping next to the time-series. If necessary, the participants
were reminded of the correct application of the selection
techniques.

approach and the estimated execution time of the
experiment were confirmed. However, the pilot also
identified the need to train participants well before
performing the actual tasks, as well as to resolve some
technical issues regarding the proper display of targets and
the data export from the database. These issues were
resolved for the actual study.
After the completion of the selection study, general data
analysis was carried out to verify the research hypotheses.
Subsequently, an additional exploratory data analysis was
conducted to identify further effects and to obtain more
information about the observed outcomes. To adopt the
alternative hypotheses with a confidence level of 95%, the
significance level of p = .05 was employed for the twotailed statistical tests. Only task trials where participants
selected the targets from the correct time-series were
considered for the data evaluation. As a prerequisite for the
repeated measures analysis of variance, assumption tests
were performed. To begin with, the residuals of the
experimental variables were looked at to ascertain as to
whether they followed a normal distribution (figure 4). This

After the completion of practice tasks, participants
conducted the actual tasks on the second iPad in which they
were instructed to select the targets as quickly as possible
without sacrificing accuracy. This time around there was no
feedback given on the accuracy and on the correctness of
the selection. Following the completion of all three
conditions, participants performed a set of additional
practice trials with one selection technique of their choice.
This step was included to determine objectively which
selection method may overall be favoured. Finally, the
participants were requested to answer a survey on the
laptop. This comprised questions about demographics and
the occupation, prior experience with multi-touch devices
and data visualisations but also a subjective assessment
about the three selection methods. Specifically, participants
were asked which technique they perceived as the easiest,
the fastest and most accurate to perform, which one was the
least confusing, and which one was the most enjoyable or
fun. Additionally, they were asked which technique they
preferred overall7. Following the completion of the
questionnaire, the participants were debriefed and given the
remuneration of 10 pounds in cash. The video footage was
recorded from the beginning of the first actual condition
until the end of the third condition. Additionally, the
researcher took notes during the experiment. The total
experiment took approximately 35 minutes, including the
time to read the information, sign the consent form and
video permission sheet, conduct the practice tasks, the
actual tasks, and answer the survey.
Analyses methods

At first, a pilot study was conducted with 2 participants
(HCI Master’s students) in which the experimental
7

It is important to view the questionnaire responses as personal
preferences and subjective assessments of participants’
performance.

Figure 4. Q-Q plots for the selection accuracy (left) and the total
task completion time (right) for each selection condition.
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was tested visually with density histograms that were
overlaid with normal distribution lines, with q-q plots and
formally with the Shapiro-Wilk test. It transpired that the
collected data and its errors were not normally distributed
in each subject level group. Therefore, the results described
in the following section cannot confidently be generalised
to the population of users. However, it is also argued that
collected data can be treated as normally distributed despite
existing skew and kurtosis when the sample size exceeded
25 [14].

interval selection condition. Therefore, only the 2077 cases
where the correct time-series were selected are considered
for further analyses. Subsequent analysis showed that the
49 false trials for the tracing technique all contained two
targets and participants only selected one of the two in
every instance. Observing the 83 incorrect trials for the
lassoing technique revealed a mix of errors: either too few
targets were selected or also portions of other irrelevant
time-series were selected. This was also observed for the 32
incorrect interval cases.

The second assumption test that was performed examined
whether the sphericity (i.e. the similarity of variances of the
differences between the levels of the independent variable)
for the data has been met [14]. This was tested with
Mauchly’s test of sphericity. It became apparent that the
assumption of sphericity was violated for the efficiency
measure selection accuracy, c2(2) = 8.45, p < .05.

The selection accuracy was measured in pixels and
operationalised by the square root of the sum of the squares
(RSS) of the excess selection left and right of the targets.
This measure is commonly used when error sources are
combined9. Overall, the selection accuracy was on average
7.62 (SD = 5.53) across all selection conditions. The
outcome from a multilevel linear model (MLM)10 revealed
that the selection accuracy was different across the selection
conditions, c2(2) = 54.03, p < .001. A post-hoc Tukey test
showed that all three group comparisons were statistically
significant (see figure 4): participants selected the targets
most accurately with the interval technique (718 cases), M
= 4.75, SD = 3.2, p < .001, followed by the tracing
technique (692 cases) M = 7.07, SD = 4.6, p < .001, and
the lasso approach (667 cases), M = 10.34, SD = 6.79, p <
.001. However, these results were not confirmed by the 95
% confidence intervals for the group comparisons of
interval and tracing [-4.74, -1.84], tracing and lassoing
[1.02, 3.93], and for lassoing and interval [-7.22, -4.31].

The third assumption test examined whether the
observations were equally balanced for each subject level
group. It emerged that the number of cases considered for
the analysis were not equally balanced for all groups. (see
table 1). A full breakdown of the quantitative analysis steps
is listed in appendix 2.

Table 1. The number of cases per selection condition.

Assumption tests for the additional exploratory analysis
also revealed a violation of normality in the data, a
violation of sphericity for all subject level groups, and an
unequal number of cases per group.
Figure 4. Means for the selection accuracy for the three
selection techniques. All means differ significantly from each
other (p < .001). Error bars represent standard errors.

3.4 Results
3.4.1 Main results
Selection accuracy

Total task completion time

Overall, participants selected targets from the correct timeseries in 2077 cases out of 22418, which correspond to
92.71 %. More precisely, 692 out of 741 (93.40 %) in the
tracing selection condition, 667 out of 750 (88.93 %) in the
lassoing condition, and 718 out of 750 (95.73 %) in the

The second dependent variable of interest was the total task
completion time measured in seconds, including the time
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http://mathforum.org/library/drmath/view/68395.html
An MLM was conducted as an alternative to a robust one-way
repeated ANOVA based on trimmed means or the bootstrapping
procedure because all three assumptions were violated for the
data.
10
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From the total amount of 2250 cases, 9 cases (i.e. 0.4 %) from
the lasso condition had to be discarded because of incorrect
logging in the database. Hence the number 2241.
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passed before and after the selection11. Overall, the total
task completion time was 9.91 (SD = 7.00) on average
across all selection conditions. The outcome from the MLM
revealed that the task completion time was not significantly
different across all selection conditions, c2(2) = 3.05, p =
.217.

technique had a significant effect on the selection accuracy,
c2(2) = 50.62, p < .001 (as seen previously in the main
analysis). Additionally, the number of targets also had a
significant effect on the selection accuracy, c2(2) = 10.89, p
< .01. Most importantly however, the effect of the selection
technique on the selection accuracy was influenced by the
number of targets, c2(3) = 15.57, p < .01. A post-hoc Tukey
multiple comparisons test showed that 5 out of 6
interactions were statistically significant (see figure 5):

3.4.2 Additional exploratory analysis

In addition to the analyses for the research hypotheses
outlined in section 3.1, the influence of a second predictor
variable, number of targets, on both efficiency measures
was investigated as well as its interaction with the first
predictor, selection technique12. The second predictor
variable had two levels corresponding to one target and two
targets.
To explore possible effects, the 2077 cases were reduced by
those observations where there was only one time-series per
trial. Therefore, only cases were considered that had three
time-series and contained either one or two targets. This
curtailment reduced the 2077 cases by 448 to 1629,
corresponding to 21.56 %, which contributed to an
unbalanced number of cases within each group (see table
2).

Figure 5. Means for the selection accuracy for selection
technique x number of targets.

(1) The tracing technique was more accurate when there
was one target compared to the lasso selection technique
when there were two targets, b = - 4.06, t(58) = -5.35, p <
.001;
(2) The tracing technique was less accurate when there was
one target compared to the interval selection technique
when there were two targets, b = 3.29, t(58) = 4.39, p <
.001;

Table 2. Frequency table of the number of cases in each
condition.

(3) The lasso selection technique was less accurate when
there was one target compared to the interval selection
technique when there were two targets, b = 4.86, t(58) =
6.43, p < .001;

Selection accuracy

The overall selection accuracy for the data was on average
7.81 (SD = 5.74) across all three selection conditions and
the two number of target conditions combined. The
outcome from the MLM13 revealed that the selection

(4) The interval selection technique was more accurate
when there was one target than compared to the tracing
technique when there were two targets, b = - 3.78, t(58) = 4.97, p < .001;
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By way of reminder, turning irrelevant time-series off was
required for the interval selection. For the lasso technique, this
was required when the time-series which either had one or two
targets were intertwined.
12
Because the second predictor number of targets was not
systematically manipulated (64 % of the trials had one target, 36
% two) its effect on total time and accuracy is observed in an
additional exploratory analysis.
13
An MLM was conducted because, similar to the first analysis,
all three assumptions (normality, sphericity, balanced
observations) were violated for the data. Additionally, at this point
there is no robust ANOVA available for repeated measures
designs that is based on trimmed means or the bootstrapping
procedure [32].

(5) The interval selection technique was more accurate
when there was one target compared to the lasso technique
when there were two targets, b = -7.29, t(58) = - 9.58, p <
.001.
Total task completion time

The overall task completion time for the data was on
average 10.64 seconds (SD = 6.89) across all three selection
conditions and the two number of target conditions
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combined. The outcome of the MLM showed that the
number of targets had a significant effect on the total task
completion time, c2(2) = 68.76, p < .001 but the type of
selection technique not. Most importantly however, the
effect of the selection technique on the total task
completion time was significantly influenced by the number
of targets, c2(3) = 12.14, p < .05. A post-hoc Tukey
multiple comparisons test revealed that all 6 interactions
were significant (see figure 6):

although 1 and 2 attempts combined made up the majority
of selection attempts (918 out of 1326, i.e. 69.2 %). For the
lassoing method, the number of attempts ranged from 1 to
10. Again, 1 and 2 attempts combined made up the majority
of the selections (650 out of 1219, i.e. 53.3 %). The interval
technique had a similar distribution. Here, the range was
from 1 to 9 attempts per trial, but one participant also
performed 14 attempts before settling and moving on to the
next trial. Again, the majority of attempts was made up by 1
and 2 (779 out of 1193, i.e. 65 %).
3.4.3 Results from survey responses, observational
notes and video recordings

To analyse the survey responses, open coding was used.
The video material was reviewed in the style of Thematic
Analysis (TA) with a focus on finding patterns14.
The responses from the post-study survey revealed that the
majority of participants (73.3 %) found the interval
technique the easiest to perform. They explained that this
technique allowed for more precision, helped to maintain
accuracy and consumed less time. Additionally, the user
only needed to focus on extending the square just beyond
the end of the red target. In contrast, only 13.3 % of the
participants regarded the lassoing and tracing technique as
the easiest out of all the techniques. Individuals who
favoured the tracing technique stated that the operation was
easier to control and the user only needed to follow the line.
Participants who chose the lassoing technique responded
similarly and added that this technique did not require much
attention.

Figure 6. Means for the total task completion for selection
technique x number of targets.

(1) The tracing selection technique was significantly faster
when there was one target than with the lasso selection
technique, when there were two targets, b = - 5.57, t(58) = 6.20, p < .001;
(2) The tracing technique was faster when there was one
target than with the interval selection technique, when there
were two targets, b = - 4.07, t(58) = - 4.57, p < .001;

Regarding speed, the majority of individuals perceived the
interval technique to be the quickest to perform (63.3 %),
followed by lassoing (26.7 %) and tracing (10 %). The
same was found for perceived accuracy: most participants
believed the interval approach was the most accurate (76.6
%), followed by lassoing (13.3 %) and then tracing (10 %).
The subjects who favoured the interval technique believed
that, in general, the system response was more helpful and
accurate for this technique. Also, it only required a onedimensional motion (from left to right or vice versa) which
allowed for easier adjustments. Moreover, users reported
they were able to see the target better with this technique as
it did not require the finger to move over the target.
Participants who perceived the lassoing approach to be the
most accurate explained that this might be due to the
technique allowing users to come closer to the target and

(3) The lassoing technique was significantly faster when
there was one target than with the tracing technique, when
there were two targets, b = - 3.84, t(58) = - 4.24, p < .001;
(4) The lassoing technique was significantly faster when
there was one target than with the interval technique, when
there were two targets, b = - 2.69, t(58) = - 3.01, p = .004;
(5) The interval technique was significantly faster when
there was one target than with the tracing technique, when
there were two targets, b = - 3.307, t(58) = - 3.65, p = .007;
(6) The interval technique was significantly faster when
there was one target than with the lasso technique, when
there were two targets, b = - 3.66, t(58) = - 4.05, p = .002.
The number of selection attempts per trial
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Open coding is characteristic for the analytic methodology of
Grounded Theory in qualitative research in which concepts and
themes are attached to the observed data [8]. TA is also commonly
used in qualitative research to deduce a structure of thematic
concepts about the research topic [8].

Because participants were not restricted to the number of
selection attempts they were allowed to perform per trial, it
was also of interest to explore the distribution of the
number of selection attempts for each technique. Analysis
showed that the range of the number of selections that were
performed for the tracing technique ranged from 1 to 13
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enclosing it entirely. Responses from individuals who found
the tracing technique to be most accurate, included that the
finger could stop exactly where the target ended.
Additionally, the technique appeared to be more ordered in
their eyes.
Responses to the question as to which of which technique
appeared to be the least confusing, showed that lassoing
was perceived as the least perplexing (36.7 %), followed by
the interval approach (33. 3 %) and then the tracing
technique (30 %). As these frequencies do not differ much,
so did not the participants’ reasons for their choice. All
three groups mentioned simplicity, precision, control,
intuition, and ease of use as reasons.
More than half of the participants found the interval
technique most enjoyable or fun (53.3 %), nearly a quarter
the lassoing method (26.6 %), and the remainder the tracing
technique (13.3 %). Subjects who chose the interval
technique explained that the operation was engaging and
the usability was good. One participant liked the fact that
graphs turned bold after selection even when they were not
touched directly. People who thought lassoing was most
enjoyable or fun said that it was active and different,
intuitive, and gave the user freedom to choose the size of
the lasso. Individuals who favoured tracing mentioned that
the motion was like drawing with a pen or following a path.
Additionally, it was perceived as cognitively challenging
and giving the user more control.

Figure 7. Participants’ choices for the subjective evaluation
questions.

The analysis of the observational notes taken during the
experiment and the analysis of the video footage did not
show any noteworthy patterns or particularities for
performing selections with one of the three techniques.
However, it became evident that only one participant out of
the 30 picked up the iPad in one hand to perform the tasks.

Lastly, when participants were allowed to conduct some
more trials with a technique of their choice, the interval
technique was chosen the most (76.6 %), followed by
tracing (16.6 %) and lassoing (6.6 %). The responses for
why they chose the technique were all very similar: it was
perceived to be the easiest and most accurate. One
participant who chose the lasso technique explained that she
wanted to practice some more.
Figure 8. A word cloud based on the positive responses for the
interval selection. The size of each word indicates its
frequency.

In line with nearly all of the previous participant responses,
the interval technique was selected by the majority of
participants when asked which technique they preferred
overall (66.7 %), followed by the tracing technique (16.7
%) and the lassoing approach (16.7 %). Again, the reasons
the participants gave were similar: ease of use, faster speed,
and better accuracy, but also some liked their preferred
technique for its difficulty. Participants who favoured the
lasso technique also mentioned simplicity, mobility, and
fluidity. Figure 7 shows a summary of the findings of the
post-study survey and figure 8 a word cloud for the interval
technique based on participants’ responses.

3.5 Discussion

The results from this study support the null hypothesis from
A1 and the alternative hypothesis from B1, introduced in
section 3.1. However, as described above, due to nonnormality of the data the transferability is limited.
Performing correct target selections was not significantly
faster or slower with either the lassoing, tracing or interval
selection technique for the sample of participants. However,
performing correct target selections with either of the three
selection techniques had an effect on the accuracy: it was
shown that the participants were most accurate with the
13

interval technique, followed by tracing, and lassoing. This
is in accordance with the analysis of the subjective survey
responses.

To summarise, based on the objective measures and
subjective responses, the winning selection technique was
interval. Although there was no advantage for it in speed
when there was one target, participants, in general,
performed more accurately with this technique when there
were either one or two targets. Put differently, although
interval was the most accurate technique for one and two
targets, it was not the slowest for two targets but it was
slowest when there was one. Interestingly, this shows that
the typical speed-accuracy trade-off did not prove true
when there were two targets which can be interpreted as
positive. However, the speed and accuracy trade-off can
clearly be seen when there was only one target. Although
the interval technique was perceived by the majority of the
participants to be the quickest and the tracing technique as
the slowest, 64 % of the trials each participant encountered
had one target. On average however, it was shown that the
tracing technique was the fastest, on average, for these
cases. Additionally, the aggregated number of attempts per
selection technique per trial support participants’
perceptions of difficulty. Participants did the least attempts
with interval (1193), followed by lasso (1219) and tracing
(1326).

The additional exploratory analysis revealed that when the
number of targets were included into predicting the
experimental measures, there was an effect on the
relationship between the type of selection technique, as well
as on both time and accuracy for trials that always
contained three graphs. In particular, when there was one
target, the tracing technique was the fastest, and when there
were two targets, interval was the fastest technique.
Additionally, when there was one target to select, lasso was
the second fastest and when there were two targets to select,
tracing was the second fastest. Lastly, when there was one
target to select, interval was the slowest technique and
when there were two targets to select, lasso was the slowest.
These findings may be explained by the techniques’
characteristics and their effect on executing the task:
(1) Although tracing required finer motor control it did not
require the user to deselect irrelevant time-series when they
were intertwined,
(2) Lassoing did not require a very fine motor control but it
required to deselect irrelevant time-series when they were
intertwined,

It is understandable that participants favoured the interval
technique as it is commonly embedded in desktop
applications (e.g. for movie editing and image processing).
However, the lassoing technique seems to be a more
common selection approach for non-digital objects (e.g.
circling locations on a map) which could explain
participants’ perceptions of it as being the least confusing.

(3) Interval may not have required a very fine motor control
but it always required the deselection of irrelevant timeseries, even when time-series were not intertwined.
These assumptions are also reflected in participant’s
questionnaire responses.

Limitations

Regarding the selection accuracy, the additional analysis
revealed that all trials that were excluded in the tracing
condition had two targets, but participants only selected
one. This could be seen as strong evidence for a higher
strain on cognitive resources which led to an oversight of
the second target. In addition, the exploratory analysis
indicated that when there was only one target, the interval
selection technique was the most accurate and when there
were two targets, it was still the most accurate selection
technique. Similarly, when there was one target, the tracing
technique was a little less accurate than interval technique,
and when there were two targets, the tracing technique was
also a little less accurate than the interval technique. Lastly,
when there was one target, the lasso technique was the least
accurate and when there were two targets, the lasso
technique was also the least accurate. These results may
also be explained by the techniques’ properties, described
above, and resemble what participants reported in the
survey.

As with every experimental study there are deficits. The
biggest limitation for this study is its lack of transferability.
Although 30 participants took part, the gender ratio was
nearly perfectly balanced and participants were well
trained, and the measured scores and its errors were not
normally distributed. Also, the majority was experienced
with data visualisations and used them frequently. Some
argue [14] that with a sample size >= 25 the data can be
accepted as normally distributed, despite observed
skewness or kurtosis because of the proposition of the
central limit theorem. Additionally, because the outliers
were similarly distributed they were viewed as coming from
the same participants and were therefore not removed. A
transformation of the data was also not considered because
this changes the hypothesis that is being tested (e.g.
comparing arithmetic means to geometric means), and
applying a statistical model with possibly wrong
transformations could lead to worse outcomes than keeping
untransformed values [14]. Further, the outcomes of the
main analysis were not regarded as transferable because the
95 % confidence intervals did not validate the group
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comparisons.

Finally, the dashed annotation dots a line from the
beginning of the relevant portion of the graph vertically
down to the x-axis, and another line in the same manner
from the end of the relevant portion down to the x-axis (see
figure 9 for an illustration of all three approaches). A
similar approach was explored by [27], which used arrows
and strokes to highlight salient regions in line charts.
However, a study on their efficiency is still outstanding.

Additionally, ideally a MANOVA should have been
conducted to analyse the effects of the independent
variable(s) on both total time and total error at the same
time. A MANOVA is a statistical test for comparing
multivariate sample means [45]. This argument is put
forward because, in theory, the total amount of errors is
negatively correlated with the task completion time.
However, this procedure is not common for HCI studies
and is especially challenging when assumptions of
multivariate normality are violated.

Similarly to the first study, this investigation assesses the
effectiveness of each annotation type through numerical
data. The efficiency of each approach is determined by the
degree to which information about the shape of the relevant
highlighted portion and the range of the annotation can be
accurately and quickly retrieved. The range can be read
from the x-axis and the shape can be read by looking at the
course of the graph of the highlighted region. In addition,
subjective preferences are assessed through qualitative
information with the aim of inferring further insights.

Another limiting point is the study design. Because it was
originally not considered to include number of targets as a
second independent factor and therefore, was not
systematically manipulated, this led to a reduction of 21.56
% of available observation for the analysis. Additionally, it
was in the nature of the experiment to conduct wrong
selections. False cases had to be eliminated for the analyses,
which lead to unequal observations per group and
subsequently to the choice of performing multilevel linear
model analyses [38]. Lastly, although participants were
instructed to proceed as quickly as possible without
sacrificing accuracy, they were not restricted in the amount
of attempts they could perform before moving on to the
next trial. Multiple attempts could have biased the
outcomes, insofar that they increased the accuracy. Ideally,
participants should have only been allowed to have one
selection attempt per trial. However, in the real-world users
should not be restricted to only one selection attempt with
such a technique.

In view of the annotations’ characteristics, it is assumed
that the dashed approach is overall the fastest and most
accurate for determining the shape and the range compared
to the other two types. Further, it is assumed that the carpet
type is more accurate for determining the range but not the
shape than compared to the bold type. Lastly, it is presumed
that the bold type is more accurate for determining the
shape than compared to the carpet type, but not the range.
Because of these assumed advantages for determining the
shape or the range it is assumed that completion times will
balance out, and that there will be no difference in the
overall completion time between the carpet annotation and
the bold annotation. In addition, the accuracy for those
cases is explored where annotations overlap. With the
dashed annotation type, an overlap may lead to incorrect
range readings from the x-axis because the start or end
points may be confused (as shown in figure 10).

4. ANNOTATION STUDY
4.1 Research questions and hypotheses

The extensive literature review additionally outlined the
possibility for exploring different types of annotations for
time-series on multi-touch devices. Therefore, the second
part of this dissertation is concerned with the exploration of
three different annotation approaches for the purpose of
information retrieval: bold, carpet, and dashed. In the bold
annotation approach, the portion of the graph that is of
interest to the user is highlighted thicker than the rest of the
graph. This method is omnipresent in day-to-day settings,
ranging from text editing tools to application alert prompts.
However, it has not been directly explored for time-series.
In the carpet approach the relevant portion of the graph is
visualised in the same dimension below the graph to the
user with a rectangle (hence the name crapet). Inspiration to
compare this type with others was drawn from the data
visualisation tool ChronoViz [20], which depicts
annotations in the style of a timeline underneath the charts.

Figure 10. Three time-series where two dashed annotations
overlap.
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Figure 9. The three annotation types (from left to right): bold, carpet and dashed
4.2 Technical implementation

The technical implementation was identical with the
previous study (see section 3.2). However, this time no
video footage was recorded.

Research questions

Is the dashed annotation type the most efficient amongst all
three annotation types for retrieving information about the
shape and the range of highlighted portions in time-series,
as measured by the total completion time and the accuracy?
How accurate is the dashed approach for reading the range
when annotations overlap? Is the carpet type the most
accurate for retrieving information about the range of
highlighted portions in time-series, compared to the bold
annotation approach? Is the bold type the most accurate for
retrieving information about the shape of highlighted
portions in time-series, compared to the carpet annotation
approach? Is there no difference for the overall completion
time between the carpet annotation and the bold annotation
approach? What insights can be inferred about the three
annotation types based on post-study reports and
observational notes?
Hypotheses

4.3 Method
Participants

Similar to the first study, 24 volunteers were recruited via
UCL emailing lists and the UCL psychology subject pool.
A total of 8 females and 16 males, aged between 18 and 62
(M = 31.37, SD = 12.71). Out of these, 12 were students
(including Psychology, Law, Medicine, HCI and
Journalism), 10 were working (as economist, selfemployed, actor, administrators, accountant, consultant,
writer, IT analyst) and 2 were unemployed. All expressed
interest in participating, were able to understand the study
material and follow the researcher’s instructions. They
received 10 pounds in cash for their time. Again, the only
exclusion criteria were the incomprehension of the given
material, the inability to operate and hold a tablet, or
impaired vision. The majority of participants (i.e. 66 %)
stated that English was the primary language. All
volunteers were right-handed. Most of the participants (79.2
%) were familiar with tablets, however 12. 5 % used them
rarely and one participant (8.3 %) stated she never uses a
tablet. Regarding familiarity with data visualisations, more
than half (75 %) of the participants expressed they were
adept and 25 % stated they rarely use or require any form of
data visualisation.
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A1: The dashed annotation is the fastest compared to the
carpet annotation and the bold annotation.
A2: The dashed annotation is the most accurate compared
to the carpet annotation and the bold annotation.
B1: The carpet annotation is more accurate for determining
the range compared to the bold annotation.
C1: The bold annotation is more accurate for determining
the shape compared to the carpet annotation.

Design

Similar to the selection study, a single factor design was
used and data was collected within subjects. There were 3
conditions which corresponded to the annotation types
described above: bold, carpet and dashed. The measures of
effectiveness were total task completion time and
annotation accuracy. The latter comprised of shape
accuracy and range accuracy. The order of the conditions
was fully counterbalanced and the sets of information
retrieval tasks were identical for every participant.
Additionally, the order of the tasks within each condition

D1: There is no difference for the overall completion time
between the carpet and bold annotation.
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The experimental hypotheses A1 until C1 are directional, D1 is
non-directional. Null hypotheses are not stated.
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was randomised for every participant. Altogether,
participants performed 45 information retrieval tasks, 15
per annotation type.

there was no feedback given on the accuracy and on the
correctness of the selection. Following the completion of all
three conditions, the participants were asked to answer the
questionnaire on the laptop which included questions about
demographics, prior experience with multi-touch
technologies, and data visualisations, but also subjective
preferences about the three annotation types. In particular,
they were asked which type was the fastest and most
accurate to determine the shape, and which approach was
the fastest and most accurate for determining the range of
the annotations. In addition, they were asked which
annotation type they preferred overall. Afterwards the
participants were debriefed and given the remuneration of
10 pounds. The researcher took notes during the
experiment. In total, the procedure lasted approximately 45
minutes including the time to read the information and sign
the consent sheet, conduct the practice tasks, complete the
actual tasks, and answer the questionnaire.

Information retrieval tasks and study procedure

A set of 6 unique information retrieval tasks was used for
the practice stage and a set of 15 unique information
retrieval tasks per condition for the actual experiment. All
tasks were displayed in portrait mode to the participant.
Every task had a figure with three time-series that did not
overlap. The x-axis contained integer numbers from 0 to 41
in single steps. The y-axis did not have any numbers. In the
figure, always two time-series had one annotation.
However, in the carpet condition, there was a box below the
x-axis that contained the two annotations (i.e. the carpets).
Below the diagram with the time-series (or the box that
contained the carpets) were three boxes for each timeseries. All of the boxes had three fields to input information
obtained from the time-series and the annotation: (1)
whether the time-series had an annotation or not, (2) what
the range was the annotation covered and (3) what the
shape was the annotation highlighted within the time-series.
The range was determined by reading the start and end
values of the annotation off the x-axis. The shape was
determined visually and could either be a trough, peak,
rising, falling or mixture. Selections and entries could be
changed afterwards. If a time-series did not have an
annotation there was no range and shape to determine. At
the bottom of the task was a box that showed feedback on
the progress by displaying the number of tasks that were
completed. On the right side of this box was the button to
proceed to the next trial (see figure 11).
The study procedure was very similar to the previous study.
In the beginning of the experiment, the participants
received a general information sheet and a form to consent
(see appendix 1). The sheets described that participation
could be withdrawn at any time without being
disadvantaged or losing the remuneration. Afterwards, the
participants were asked to switch off any distracting items.
Prior to the completion of each condition, the participants
were verbally inducted and completed the 6 practice tasks
on the first iPad. Special emphasis was made on making
sure participants understood the various shapes. Feedback
on the accuracy was given to the participants before
proceeding to the next task, by highlighting the input fields
in red that contained incorrect values or selections.

Figure 11. A demonstration of the information retrieval task
for the carpet annotation condition.

Analyses methods

Initially, a pilot study was conducted with 3 participants (3
HCI Master’s students) to verify the experiment’s
procedure and its’ estimated execution time. The pilot
revealed issues that were resolved subsequently for the
actual study. Originally, there were 25 trials per annotation
type. However, this amount seemed to have too much
cognitive strain on the participants and the tasks therefore
reduced to 15. Additionally, this reduced the duration from
90 minutes to 45. The pilot also identified incorrect aligned
annotations in the carpet condition and problems with
displaying the question boxes correctly in portrait mode on
the iPads.

As in the first study, after the completion of practice tasks
participants conducted the actual tasks on the second iPad,
in which they were instructed to select the targets as quickly
as possible without sacrificing accuracy. Again, this time,
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in each condition. It emerged that this assumption was also
violated (see table 3). A full account of the quantitative
analysis steps is listed in appendix 3.

Table 3. The number of cases per annotation condition.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Annotation accuracy

Overall, in 955 tasks out of 106216 (which corresponds to
89.92 %) the two time-series that had annotations and the
single time-series that did not have an annotation were
correctly identified. In particular, 316 tasks out of 356
(88.77 %) were for the bold annotation condition, 325 tasks
out of 352 (92.33 %) for the carpet condition, and 314 tasks
out of 354 (88.70 %) for the dashed annotation condition.
Therefore, for the remainder of the analysis only the 955
correctly performed tasks are considered.
Range accuracy

The range accuracy for each annotation condition was
measured in the combined difference of participants’ input
from the correct values on the x-axis and operationalised by
the square root of the sum of squares (RSS). Because the
start and end values of the annotations were always integers
and the values on the x-axis were displayed in single integer
steps, the collected data was non-parametric. Overall, the
range was determined correctly in 853 out of 955 tasks,
which corresponds to 89.31 % across all annotation
conditions. The outcome from a Skillings - Mack17 test
revealed that the range accuracy was not different across
the annotation conditions, c2(324) = 75.20, p > .05.

Figure 12. Q-Q plots for the total task completion time for all
annotation conditions.

Following the completion of the annotation study, the data
was analysed and the research questions were pursued. A
significance level of p = .025 was set for the one-tailed tests
and a level of p = .05 for the two-tailed tests. Only those
observations were considered for the analysis where an
answer for all three time-series was given. Similar to the
first study, assumption tests for the statistical analysis were
carried out. The normality of variables was checked with qq plots, density histograms and with the Shapiro-Wilk test.
They revealed that the total task completion time was not
normally distributed for the subject level groups of each
condition (see figure 12). Therefore, again, the reported
results cannot confidently be reported to the whole
population from which the participants were sampled.
However, in light of the sample size researchers may ignore
this violation [14]. Next, the sphericity of the data was
checked with Mauchly’s test of sphericity. It revealed that
sphericity was met for the total task completion time, c2(2)
= 0.87, p > .05. The third assumption test examined
whether the number of observations were equally balanced

Additionally the accuracy was explored for the cases where
the annotations overlapped. Overall, 697 cases out of 955
(which corresponds to 72.98 % of the annotations) were
intertwined. In particular, in 230 cases out of 316 (72.78 %)
annotations overlapped in the bold condition, 238 out of
325 (73.23 %) overlapped in the carpet condition, and 229
out of 314 (72.92 %) overlapped in the dashed condition. A
16

The overall observations of 1080 had to be reduced by 4 cases
that were incorrectly logged in the database which corresponds to
0.4 % and 14 cases that were outliers which corresponds to 1.3 %.
Hence the number 1062.
17
The Skillings-Mack test is a non-parametric test that can be used
on block designs with missing values.
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comparison of the percentages of the correctly determined
ranges across all conditions for these cases showed that the
carpet type was the most accurate with 95.80 %, followed
by the dashed type with 95.20 % and the bold annotation
type with 78.26 %.

contrasts showed that determining the range was
significantly faster for the dashed annotation type compared
to the bold and carpet types together, b = 0.87, t(952) =
5.14, p < .001. In addition, determining the range for the
carpet annotation was significantly faster compared to the
bold type, b = -1.86, t(952) = -6.37, p < .001 (figure 14).

Shape accuracy

The accuracy for determining the shape of the annotation
was regarded binarily: either the shape was correctly
selected or not. Overall, in 515 tasks out of 955 (which
corresponds
to
53.93
%)
the
shapes
were
correctly determined across all annotation types together.
In particular, 193 tasks out of 314 (61.46 %) were in the
dashed condition, 169 tasks out of 325 (52 %) were in the
carpet condition, and 153 tasks out of 316 (48.42 %) were
in the bold condition. Therefore, the dashed annotation type
was the best for determining the shapes, followed by the
carpet annotation, and lastly by the bold annotation.

Figure 14. Means for the time to determine the range for the
three annotation types. Dashed is significantly different to
bold and carpet combined (p < .001); carpet and bold differ
significantly from each other (p < .001)

4.4.2 Task completion time

The overall completion time was 34.15 seconds (SD =
10.30) on average across all three annotation conditions.
The outcome from the MLM revealed that the task
completion time was significantly different across all
annotation conditions, c2(2) = 39.75, p < .001. Orthogonal
contrasts showed that the task completion times were
significantly faster for the dashed annotation type compared
to the bold and carpet types together, b = 0.86, t(952) =
3.74, p < .001. In addition, it was faster to complete the
tasks in the carpet condition compared to the bold
condition, b = -2.06, t(952) = -5.17, p < .001 (figure 13).

Time to specify the shape

Overall, the time to specify the shape was 4.72 seconds (SD
= 5.04) on average across all three annotation conditions.
The outcome from the MLM revealed that the annotation
type had a significant effect on the time to specify the
shape, c2(2) = 18.73, p < .001. Orthogonal contrasts showed
that determining the shape was significantly faster for the
dashed annotation type compared to the bold and carpet
types together, b = 0.37, t(948) = 3.27, p = .001. In
addition, determining the shape for the bold annotation was
significantly faster compared to the carpet type, b = 0.55,
t(948) = 2.81, p < .01 (figure 15).

Figure 13. Means for the total task completion time for the
three annotation types. Dashed is significantly different to
bold and carpet combined (p < .001); carpet and bold differ
significantly from each other (p < .001)

Figure 15. Means for the time to determine the shape for the
three annotation types. Dashed is significantly different to
bold and carpet combined (p < .001); carpet and bold differ
significantly from each other (p < .01)

Time to specify the range

Overall, the time to specify the range was 20.81 seconds
(SD = 7.64) on average across all three annotation
conditions. The outcome from the MLM revealed that the
annotation type had a significant effect on the time to
specify the range, c2(2) = 64.52, p < .001. Orthogonal

Results from survey responses and observational notes

The responses from the post-study survey were very
informative (see figure 16 for a summary and figure 17 for
19

a word cloud for the dashed annotation based on
participants’ responses). All responses were analysed using
open coding. Half of all participants stated that the dashed
annotation type was the best for finding the shape the
quickest, followed by the bold type (41. 6 %) and the carpet
type (8.4 %). People who selected the dashed approach
explained that this type was generally easier, because it
showed on the graph where the highlighted section would
start and finish. Similarly, another individual said that it
very clearly set the boundaries for the shape. The
participants who indicated that the bold type was the fastest
for determining the shape explained that the highlighted
region stood out clearer and it was easier to spot with just
one look. Incomprehensibly, the two people who perceived
the carpet annotation to be the fastest simply stated that it
was easy.

fastest method to determine the range, stated that the
carpets were directly underneath the x-axis that contained
the relevant information, and hence closer to the value
numbers. Lastly, the participants who chose the bold
annotation type simply stated that this type was easier.
In regard to accuracy and determining the range, the slight
majority (54.2 %) of participants declared that the dashed
approach was the most accurate in determining the range of
the highlighted region, followed by the carpet approach
(29.2 %) and the bold type (16.6 %). The reasons were
again very similar to the previous question. People who
perceived the dashed approach to be most accurate for
determining the range stated that it clearly pointed to the
relevant values on the x-axis. The ones that chose the carpet
approach explained that it was the most accurate because
the annotations were exactly below the x-axis, and thus
very easy to see. However, the few individuals who
favoured the bold type stated, again, that it was just easier
to read the values with this technique.
When asked which annotation approach they favoured
overall, 62. 5 % selected the dashed approach, followed by
the bold type (20.8 %) and the carpet type (16.6 %). The
participants who liked the dashed annotation type overall
stated that it was the easiest and most effective type for
determining the shape and reading the range values.
However, the people who favoured the carpet type and the
bold type gave the same reasons. One participant added that
she would probably favour a mixture between the carpet
annotation and the bold annotation.

Figure 16. Participants’ choices for the subjective evaluation
questions.

In regard to determining the shape very accurately, 58.3 %
selected the bold type and 33.3 % the dashed type. None of
the participants found the carpet type to be the easiest for
determining the shape most accurately. Individuals who
chose the bold annotation stated that they could clearly see
where the shape began and ended, and that the shape
became clearer because it stood out. However, the people
who perceived the dashed type to be the most accurate for
determining the shape gave the same reasons for the
determination.

Figure 17. A word cloud based on the positive responses for
the dashed annotation. The size of each word indicates its
frequency.

When asked what annotation type allowed the participants
to read off the range in the fastest way, 45.8 % chose the
dashed type, followed by the carpet (37.5 %) and the bold
type (16.6 %). The reasons that were given for choosing the
dashed type were that the eyes were able to very easily
follow the dashes to the x-axis where the values were, and
additionally because there was no mental matching
involved. People who perceived the carpet type to be the

4.5 Discussion

The results from this second study support hypotheses A1
and partially A2, introduced in section 4.1. The outcomes
do not support hypotheses B1, C1 and D1.
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Retrieving information in time-series diagrams about the
existence of an annotation, the shape and the range it covers
was overall faster when the annotations were visualised
with dashed lines. However, dashed annotations may not be
the most accurate method for completing such a task.
Although they appeared to be the most accurate for
determining the shape of an annotated part, they were not
significantly better or worse for accurately determining the
range, compared to carpet annotations and bold annotations.
This finding contradicts that which was assumed, because
the dashed lines pointed directly to the annotation’s start
and end points, and therefore made it very easy to read the
relevant values from the x-axis.

task completion time and accuracy at the same time should
have been considered because these measure are,
theoretically, negatively correlated. However, multivariate
tests are not so common in HCI studies. Another limiting
factor is that participants could change their selections in
the information retrieval tasks at any time. Multiple
attempts could have increased the actual accuracy and
decreased the observed speed. Ideally, participants should
have only been allowed one attempt but, again, this does
not reflect reality.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The two studies conducted in this dissertation contribute to
the realm of interactive data visualisations. In particular, the
findings expand interactivity and support annotation
visualisations for time-series data, and open up new
possibilities for research. Additionally, it could be
considered by organisations which address the consumer
market, to implement the interval selection technique and
the dashed annotation visualisation into data analysis tools
for multi- touch devices.

Additionally, it was presumed that the dashed annotation
type may be less accurate for determining the range when
two annotations overlap compared to the other two types,
because the start and end points could be confused.
However, the gap to the preferred method - in this case the
carpet annotations - was very small. Interestingly, two
participants stated that they may have confused start and
end points because of the overlap of the dashed lines.
By comparing the range accuracy of the carpet type and the
bold type, it was also surprising that carpet annotations
were not more or less accurate for determining the range.
This is not really understandable because the carpets were
displayed directly underneath the x-axis, whereas the bold
annotations were displayed in the time-series, further away
from the x-axis.

For future work, it could be considered to test the three
selection types and annotation approaches in a longitudinal
study in different contexts (e.g. business analyst or
domestic households) outside of the laboratory setting, and
on other multi-touch technologies such as touch tables. This
would give insight into their use and efficiency in day-today settings, and could discover preferences and tastes for
different types of time-series data (e.g. electricity
consumption or water consumption), and situational
contexts. Additionally, the selection techniques and the
annotation types could be compared to other existing
techniques and visualisations. In particular, it would be of
interest if the dashed annotation type would, overall, still
outperform a combination of the bold annotation type and
the carpet type.

What is even more surprising is that although the bold
annotation highlights salient regions directly in the timeseries compared to the carpet annotation, it is not more
accurate for determining the shape compared to the carpet
annotation. However, the participants perceived the bold
annotation type also to be the most accurate for determining
the shape. In addition, it took the participants longer to
complete the information retrieval task with the bold
annotation type compared to the carpet type.

6. PERSONAL CONTRIBUTION AND PROCESS

This study has been started in 2015 but was never
completed. The study material and one document with a
few important literature sources already existed.
Additionally, a substantial amount of the code has been
previously written. However, this experiment did not work
properly in the beginning, with much time being expended
iterating between testing the experiment in browsers on the
laptop and on the iPad, testing the data export, finding
errors and debugging. My supervisor took care of fixing the
technical issues that were discovered, and implementing
changes to the experiment which were agreed upon in
weekly meetings. Therefore, my main contribution was
empirical which comprised refining the study design (e.g.
triangulation with video recordings, open choice paradigm,

To summarise, the dashed annotation type appeared to be
the winner overall for speed and accuracy, followed by the
carpet annotation type, and lastly the bold type. It is
understandable that this type was also preferred by the
participants, as it is quite common to highlight salient
information by drawing arrows or strokes for accentuation.

Limitations

Similar to the first study, the biggest limitation was the lack
of transferability for the variables that were not normally
distributed. A MANOVA which examines the effect of both
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suggestions regarding measures), running the study,
understanding the users by conducting a critical analysis
(quantitative and qualitative evaluations), and reporting the
findings.

8.
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APPENDIX 1

Participant Information
Participant Information
Ethics reference number: UCLIC/1617/016

Version 1

Date: July 2017

Study Title: Graph Interaction and Annotation Study
Investigator: Oliver Hill, Enrico Costanza
Please read this information carefully before deciding to take part in this research. If you are happy
to participate you will be asked to sign a consent form. Your participation is completely voluntary.
What is the research about? This is a research project, which aims to evaluate the use of a tablet for
graph interaction and comprehension.
Why have I been chosen? You have been approached because you expressed an interest in
participating.
What will happen to me if I take part? You will be asked to complete a set of tasks regarding the
selection of data from a graph.
Are there any benefits in my taking part? The study will add to current knowledge about the
usability and understanding of graphs on tablet interfaces. You will be compensated £10 cash.
Are there any risks involved? There are no particular risks associated with your participation other
than those associated with the use of standard computer equipment.
Will my data be confidential? Your data will be held on a password protected computer, and used
only in accordance with the Data Protection Act (1998). In addition, the data will be anonymised
by separating identifying data. Your data will be linked to your consent form by a unique identifier. If
you would like to access your data after your participation, change it, or withdraw it, please contact
the investigator (ucjuorh@ucl.ac.uk) who will arrange this.
What happens if I change my mind? You may withdraw at any time and for any reason. You may
access, change, or withdraw your data at any time and for any reason prior to its destruction. You
may keep any benefits you receive.
What happens if something goes wrong? Should you have any concern or complaint, contact me if
possible (ucjuorh@ucl.ac.uk) or my supervisor (e.costanza@ucl.ac.uk), otherwise please contact the
UCL Interaction Center (+44 (0)2031087050.

Consent Form
Consent Form
Ethics reference number: UCLIC/1617/016

Version: 1

Date: July 2017

Study Title: Graph Interaction Study
Investigator: Oliver Hill, Enrico Costanza
Please initial the box(es) if you agree with the statement(s):
I have read and understood the Participant Information (version 1
dated Juli, 2017) and have had the opportunity to ask questions
about the study.
I agree to take part in this study.
I understand my participation is voluntary and I may withdraw at
any time and for any reason.
I confirm that I am receiving a £10 cash.
Data Protection
I understand that information collected during my participation in this study will be stored
on a password protected computer and that this information will only be used in accordance
with the Data Protection Act (1998).
Name of participant (print name)……………………………………………………
Signature of participant……………………………………………………………..
Date…………………………………………………………………………………

__________________________________________________________________________________
Investigator’s Statement
I ………………………………………………………………………………….
Confirm that I have carefully explained the purpose of the study to the participant and outlined any
reasonably foreseeable risks or benefits (where applicable).
Signed:

Date:

PERMISSION FOR VIDEORECORDINGS TO BE USED
IN PRESENTATION AND COMMUNICATION
MATERIALS RELATED TO EXPERIMENT
Graph Interaction Study
During this experiment, you may be videotaped as part of our data-collection procedure. We the
experimenters will keep this videotape in a secure place after it has been collected, and only we will
have access to it. We do find it useful sometimes to show video of our work and experiments to the
outside world to communicate our procedures and findings. This form gives you an opportunity to
accept or decline the possibility of us using your footage in documentation that may be shown to
other people.
This is completely voluntary and you are under no obligation, express or implied, to allow the
footage taken during your experimental trial to be shown to people other than the experimenters.
I give permission for video footage taken during my experimental trial to be used in video
documentation that may be shown to other people.
I do not give permission for video footage taken during my experimental trial to be used in video
documentation that may be shown to other people.
Signed: __________________________

Date: ___________________

Appendix 2
Breakdown of the analysis for the selection study
Libraries
options(contrasts = c("contr.sum", "contr.poly"))
library(ggplot2)
library(ez)
library(multcomp) # to change row names in data tables for plotting
library(plyr)
library(nlme) # for factorial repeated measures ANOVA
library(Rmisc)
library(grid)
library(gridExtra)
library(data.table) # for reshaping data frame from long format to wide and vice versa
library(tidyr)
library(dplyr)
library(WRS2) # for robust ANOVA s
library(MVN)
library(mvnormtest)
library(car)
library(lsmeans)

Getting the dataset
Load in the .csv file and store it into a variable.
df <- read.csv("export_28_august2.csv")

Initial exploration of the data set and initial formatting for analysis
# look what the first 5 rows of the dataframe look like
head(df, n = 5)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2

user_id task_id
timestamp
ui page_loads
user03
230 2017-07-26 11:56:37.417502+00:00 holz
7
user03
230 2017-07-26 11:59:19.829361+00:00 holz
1
user03
231 2017-07-26 11:57:10.154750+00:00 holz
1
user03
231 2017-07-26 11:59:30.570626+00:00 holz
1
user03
232 2017-07-26 11:58:32.413706+00:00 holz
1
n_available_channels n_target_channels correct_channels gesture_time
3
1
True
1.820
3
1
True
4.048
3
2
True
23.370
3
2
True
4.116
3
2
True
5.986
pre_gesture_time total_time left_error right_error total_error
16.203840 45.452120 -0.1846846
0.9058578
0.9244927
3.611886
9.953608 1.8153154
0.9058578
2.0287800

##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

3.551288 81.012424 7.9665184
3.2387840
8.5997173
3.519400 10.901908 6.9665184 -0.7612160
7.0079832
4.431372 12.438602 -2.2154393
0.7406218
2.3359563
target_channels selected_channels n_selections channel_button_presses
[1]
[1]
1
6
[1]
[1]
4
0
[1, 3]
[1, 3]
18
0
[1, 3]
[1, 3]
3
0
[1, 2]
[1, 2]
4
0
first_gesture_time first_left_error first_right_error first_total_error
1.820
-0.1846846
0.9058578
0.9244927
1.158
1.8153154
6.9058578
7.1404651
1.590
7.9665184
14.2387840
16.3158936
1.294
6.9665184
8.2387840
10.7893438
1.560
-2.2154393
10.7406218
10.9667282

# show the structure of the dataset
str(df)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

data.frame :
3649 obs.
$ user_id
:
$ task_id
:
$ timestamp
:
$ ui
:
$ page_loads
:
$ n_available_channels :
$ n_target_channels
:
$ correct_channels
:
$ gesture_time
:
$ pre_gesture_time
:
$ total_time
:
$ left_error
:
$ right_error
:
$ total_error
:
$ target_channels
:
$ selected_channels
:
$ n_selections
:
$ channel_button_presses:
$ first_gesture_time
:
$ first_left_error
:
$ first_right_error
:
$ first_total_error
:

of 22 variables:
Factor w/ 33 levels "q_holz","q_polygon",..: 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 ...
int 230 230 231 231 232 233 234 28 36 24 ...
Factor w/ 3649 levels "2017-07-26 10:38:07.884747+00:00",..: 211 216 212 2
Factor w/ 3 levels "holz","polygon",..: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ...
int 7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ...
int 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 ...
int 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 ...
Factor w/ 2 levels "False","True": 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ...
num 1.82 4.05 23.37 4.12 5.99 ...
num 16.2 3.61 3.55 3.52 4.43 ...
num 45.45 9.95 81.01 10.9 12.44 ...
num -0.185 1.815 7.967 6.967 -2.215 ...
num 0.906 0.906 3.239 -0.761 0.741 ...
num 0.924 2.029 8.6 7.008 2.336 ...
Factor w/ 6 levels "[1, 2]","[1, 3]",..: 3 3 2 2 1 5 3 3 3 6 ...
Factor w/ 7 levels "[1, 2, 3]","[1, 2]",..: 4 4 3 3 2 6 4 4 4 7 ...
int 1 4 18 3 4 6 2 2 1 1 ...
int 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...
num 1.82 1.16 1.59 1.29 1.56 ...
num -0.185 1.815 7.967 6.967 -2.215 ...
num 0.906 6.906 14.239 8.239 10.741 ...
num 0.924 7.14 16.316 10.789 10.967 ...

# show vector containing unique values for column user_id
unique(df$user_id, incomparables = FALSE)
## [1] user03
## [6] user08
## [11] user13
## [16] user16
## [21] user21

user04
user09
user14
user17
user22

user05
user10
user15
user18
user23

user06
user11
user01
user19
user24

user07
user12
user02
user20
user25

## [26] user26
user27
user28
user29
user30
## [31] q_rubberband q_holz
q_polygon
## 33 Levels: q_holz q_polygon q_rubberband user01 user02 user03 ... user30

# check number of participants by giving us the length minus
# the three for the trials q_rubberband , q_holz and
# q_polygon ; should give us 30 because I collected data
# from 30 participants
length(unique(df$user_id, incomparables = FALSE)) - 3
## [1] 30

# Store in a variable
amount_participants <- length(unique(df$user_id, incomparables = FALSE)) 3

# remove all of the practice trials from the dataframe (this
# includes the extra trials where participants had to choose
# one technique at last) and store in a new dataframe
df2 <- df[df$task_id != 225 & df$task_id != 226 & df$task_id
227 & df$task_id != 228 & df$task_id != 228 & df$task_id
229 & df$task_id != 230 & df$task_id != 231 & df$task_id
232 & df$task_id != 233 & df$task_id != 234 & df$task_id
243 & df$task_id != 244 & df$task_id != 245 & df$task_id
246 & df$task_id != 247, ]

!=
!=
!=
!=
!=

# check if every participant did 75 critical trials; has to
# return 75
length(df2$user_id)/amount_participants
## [1] 75

Filtering and subsetting the data
# 1. transform the columns selected_channels and
# target_channels from factors into strings for comparison
df2$selected_channels <- lapply(df2$selected_channels, as.character)
df2$target_channels <- lapply(df2$target_channels, as.character)

# 2. compare if the selected channels match the target
# channels and store result in new column
require("stringi")

## Loading required package: stringi
df2$correct_selection <- ifelse((stri_compare(df2$target_channels,
df2$selected_channels) == 0), "True", "False")

# 3. Filter out all rows where selected channels don t match
# target channels and store in new dataframe
df3 = subset(df2, df2$correct_selection == "True")
# 4. Filter out the cases where the page was loaded more than
# once (e.g. by accident) This means the difference between
# page_loads and n_button_presses has to be unequal to 1
df3$determine_page_loads <- df3$page_loads - df3$channel_button_presses
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$determine_page_loads == 1)

# 5. display how many rows had to be deleted, i.e. how many
# false selections were made
length(df2$user_id) - length(df3$user_id)
## [1] 173

# 5. Find out how many correct critical trials there were per
# selection technique
aggregate(df3$correct_selection, list(df3$ui), length)
##
Group.1
x
## 1
holz 692
## 2
polygon 667
## 3 rubberband 718

# 6. Find out how many false critical trials there were per
# selection technique
df4 <- df2
# first get rid of all the false trials where the page loaded
# more than once!
df4$determine_page_loads <- df4$page_loads - df4$channel_button_presses
df4 <- subset(df4, df4$determine_page_loads != 1 | df4$correct_selection ==
"False")
df4 <- subset(df4, df4$determine_page_loads == 1)
# show all false trials per selection technique that now
# exclude the trials where the page loaded more than once
aggregate(df4$correct_selection, list(df4$ui), length)
##
Group.1 x
## 1
holz 49
## 2
polygon 82
## 3 rubberband 32

# 7. Find out what the cause of the error was for the false
# selections, depicted above, excluding the ones were the
# page loaded more than once
# for holz
df5 <- df2
df5$determine_page_loads <- df5$page_loads - df5$channel_button_presses
df5 <- subset(df5, df5$determine_page_loads == 1)
df5 <- subset(df5, df5$correct_selection == "False")
df5 <- subset(df5, df5$ui == "holz")
# by looking at the data frame, it is evident for holz that
# all false trials were due to only selecting one out of two
# targets

# for lassoing method
df5 <- df2
df5$determine_page_loads <- df5$page_loads - df5$channel_button_presses
df5 <- subset(df5, df5$determine_page_loads == 1)
df5 <- subset(df5, df5$correct_selection == "False")
df5 <- subset(df5, df5$ui == "polygon")
# mixed errrors: sometimes more than one target selected,
# sometimes less than supposed to

# for rubberband method
df5 <- df2
df5$determine_page_loads <- df5$page_loads - df5$channel_button_presses
df5 <- subset(df5, df5$determine_page_loads == 1)
df5 <- subset(df5, df5$correct_selection == "False")
df5 <- subset(df5, df5$ui == "rubberband")
# mixed errrors: sometimes more than one target selected,
# sometimes less than supposed to

# 8. display how many correct trials are taken into
# consideration for the final analysis
length(df3$user_id)
## [1] 2077

## Aggregate the values for all columns, select all columns
## with numerical values plus the column ui
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("ui", "gesture_time", "pre_gesture_time",
"total_time", "left_error", "right_error", "total_error"))

# round all numerical columns to two digits after the comma
df3[, -1] <- round(df3[, -1], digits = 2) #the -1 excludes column 1 which is

# get the mean for all columns grouped by the selection
# technique
aggregate(df3[c("gesture_time", "pre_gesture_time", "total_time",
"left_error", "right_error", "total_error")], by = list(df3$ui),
FUN = mean)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Group.1 gesture_time pre_gesture_time total_time left_error
1
holz
3.618280
4.636301
9.171951 -3.462948
2
polygon
4.615877
6.080210 10.543283 -1.030990
3 rubberband
3.996755
6.655975 10.029220 -1.136003
right_error total_error
1
-2.798280
7.991171
2
-6.767496
10.335967
3
-1.268942
4.751699

# get the standard deviation for all columns grouped by the
# selection technique
aggregate(df3[c("gesture_time", "pre_gesture_time", "total_time",
"left_error", "right_error", "total_error")], by = list(df3$ui),
FUN = sd)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Group.1 gesture_time pre_gesture_time total_time left_error
1
holz
3.536983
2.495976
7.832762
5.407980
2
polygon
3.883879
3.010655
7.331346
7.051868
3 rubberband
2.624437
2.864337
5.664814
4.287835
right_error total_error
1
6.001154
4.600461
2
7.514930
6.793207
3
3.377916
3.176700

# show boxplots with outliers of total time for each three
# techniques
boxplot <- boxplot(df3$total_time ~ df3$ui, ylim = c(0, 30))
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# show boxplots with outliers of total errors for each three
# techniques
boxplot <- boxplot(df3$total_error ~ df3$ui, ylim = c(0, 45))
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Plot bar charts with standard errors as whiskers for total_time and total_error
per selection technique
############### bar graphs with standard errors as whiskers for gesture
############### time and total error rate own function to calculate the
############### standard error
stderr <- function(x) sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))
x <- aggregate(df3[c("gesture_time", "pre_gesture_time", "total_time",

"left_error", "right_error", "total_error")], by = list(df3$ui),
FUN = mean)
y <- aggregate(df3[c("gesture_time", "pre_gesture_time", "total_time",
"left_error", "right_error", "total_error")], by = list(df3$ui),
FUN = stderr)
colnames(x) <- c("ui", "gesture_time_mean", "pre_gesture_time_mean",
"total_time_mean", "left_error_mean", "right_error_mean",
"total_error_mean")
colnames(y) <- c("ui", "gesture_time_se", "pre_gesture_time_se",
"total_time_se", "left_error_se", "right_error_se", "total_error_se")
z <- cbind(x, y)
# rename rows for correct
levels(z$ui)[levels(z$ui)
levels(z$ui)[levels(z$ui)
levels(z$ui)[levels(z$ui)

labels in plots
== "holz"] <- "Tracing"
== "polygon"] <- "Lasso"
== "rubberband"] <- "Rubber-band"

# Plot the bar charts for total_time_mean with error bars
# that depict the standar error!
ggplot(z, aes(ui, total_time_mean)) + geom_col() + geom_errorbar(aes(ymin = total_time_mean total_time_se, ymax = total_time_mean + total_time_se), width = 0.08,
size = 0.2) + xlab("\nSelection Technique") + ylab("Time, in seconds\n") +
theme_classic()
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# do the same bar chart for error_rate
ggplot(z, aes(ui, total_error_mean)) + geom_col() + geom_errorbar(aes(ymin = total_error_mean total_error_se, ymax = total_error_mean + total_error_se),
width = 0.08, size = 0.2) + xlab("\nSelection Technique") +
ylab("Error rate\n") + theme_classic()
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Statistical analysis: ONE-WAY ANOVA (ui ~ total_time) and (ui ~ total_error)
First dependent variable: total_time
#
#
#
#

Do Assumption tests (normality and sphericity); the latter
gets tested when we run the ANOVA with ezANOVA; However,
some argue that the assumption of normality is not needed
if the sample size >= 25.

# add the user_id back to the data frame
df3 = subset(df2, df2$correct_selection == "True")
df3$determine_page_loads <- df3$page_loads - df3$channel_button_presses
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$determine_page_loads == 1)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("user_id", "ui", "gesture_time",
"pre_gesture_time", "total_time", "left_error", "right_error",
"total_error"))
# Test for normality in the data for the holz approach
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "holz")

# set the plotting grid to 1 charts on 1 column
par(mfrow = c(1, 1))
# plot density histogram

p1 <- hist(df3$total_time, breaks = 100, col = "grey", xlab = "Selection technique holz",
freq = FALSE, main = "Histogram with Normal Curve")
# add normal curve
p1 <- curve(dnorm(x, mean = mean(df3$total_time), sd = sd(df3$total_time)),
add = TRUE)
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Selection technique holz
# do qq-plot (for some reason doesn t work in R markup??)
# <- qqnorm(df3$total_time):qqline(df3$total_time)

p2

# additionally conduct shapiro-wilk normality test (a
# significant p-value indicates deviation from normality)
shapiro.test(df3$total_time)
##
## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: df3$total_time
## W = 0.60782, p-value < 2.2e-16

# Test for normality in the data for polygon approach
df3 = subset(df2, df2$correct_selection == "True")
df3$determine_page_loads <- df3$page_loads - df3$channel_button_presses
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$determine_page_loads == 1)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("user_id", "ui", "gesture_time",

"pre_gesture_time", "total_time", "left_error", "right_error",
"total_error"))
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "polygon")

# plot density histogram
p1 <- hist(df3$total_time, breaks = 100, col = "grey", xlab = "Selection technique polygon",
freq = FALSE, main = "Histogram with Normal Curve")
# add normal curve
p1 <- curve(dnorm(x, mean = mean(df3$total_time), sd = sd(df3$total_time)),
add = TRUE)
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# plot the corresponding Q-Q plot (again, doesn t work in R
# markup) p2 <- qqnorm(df3$total_time):qqline(df3$total_time)

# additionally conduct shapiro-wilk normality test (a
# significant p-value indicates deviation from normality)
shapiro.test(df3$total_time)
##
## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: df3$total_time
## W = 0.69611, p-value < 2.2e-16
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100

# Test for normality in the data for rubberband approach
df3 = subset(df2, df2$correct_selection == "True")
df3$determine_page_loads <- df3$page_loads - df3$channel_button_presses
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$determine_page_loads == 1)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("user_id", "ui", "gesture_time",
"pre_gesture_time", "total_time", "left_error", "right_error",
"total_error"))
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "rubberband")

# plot density histogram
p1 <- hist(df3$total_time, breaks = 100, col = "grey", xlab = "Selection technique rubberband",
freq = FALSE, main = "Histogram with Normal Curve")
# add normal curve
p1 <- curve(dnorm(x, mean = mean(df3$total_time), sd = sd(df3$total_time)),
add = TRUE)
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# plot the corresponding Q-Q plot (again, doesn t work in R
# markup for some reason???) p2 <# qqnorm(df3$total_time):qqline(df3$total_time)

# additionally conduct shapiro-wilk normality test (a
# significant p-value indicates deviation from normality)
shapiro.test(df3$total_time)
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##
## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: df3$total_time
## W = 0.78058, p-value < 2.2e-16

# Test for sphericity by doing an ANOVA and read p-value for
# Maulchy s test from the ANOVA table
df3 = subset(df2, df2$correct_selection == "True")
df3$determine_page_loads <- df3$page_loads - df3$channel_button_presses
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$determine_page_loads == 1)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("user_id", "ui", "gesture_time",
"pre_gesture_time", "total_time", "left_error", "right_error",
"total_error"))
# create an ANOVA model
newModel <- ezANOVA(data = df3, dv = .(total_time), wid = .(user_id),
within = .(ui), detailed = TRUE, type = 3)
# call the model and see if sphericity has been violated
# (Mauchly s p-value mus not be significant)
newModel
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

$ANOVA

Effect DFn DFd
SSn
SSd
F
p p<.05
1 (Intercept)
1 29 8779.58301 934.1011 272.569965 2.761327e-16
*
2
ui
2 58
23.66512 464.8378
1.476404 2.369158e-01
ges
1 0.86255972
2 0.01663507
$ Mauchly s Test for Sphericity
Effect
W
p p<.05
2
ui 0.8462895 0.09666417
$ Sphericity Corrections
Effect
GGe
p[GG] p[GG]<.05
HFe
p[HF] p[HF]<.05
2
ui 0.8667686 0.2384238
0.9169894 0.2379625

####
####
####
####
####
####
####

post hoc tests and confident intervals; only needed when
there is a significant difference, after assessing
assumption tests (sphericity (+ correction if needed),
normality and equal sample sizes in groups)! postHocModel
<- aov(total_time ~ ui, data = df3) postHocs <glht(postHocModel, linfct = mcp(ui = Tukey ))
summary(postHocs) confint(postHocs)

####
####
####
####
####
####
####
####

because the assumption of independent observations has been
violated and the assumption of normality of variables, we
have to conduct a robust one-way repeated measures ANOVA!
first, we will do a one-way repeated measures ANOVA based
on trimmed means second, we will do a one-way repeated
measures ANOVA using bootstrap procedure third, we will do
appropriate post hoc tests for both types of robust one-way
repeated ANOVA

# do the ANOVA with trimmed means (minus 20 %) using
# rmanova()
rmanova(y = df3$total_time, groups = df3$ui, block = df3$user_id,
tr = 0.2)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Call:
rmanova(y = df3$total_time, groups = df3$ui, blocks = df3$user_id,
tr = 0.2)
Test statistic: 0.4599
Degrees of Freedom 1: 1.92
Degrees of Freedom 2: 32.67
p-value: 0.62775

# post hoc tests using rmmcp()
rmmcp(y = df3$total_time, groups = df3$ui, block = df3$user_id)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Call:
rmmcp(y = df3$total_time, groups = df3$ui, blocks = df3$user_id)
psihat ci.lower ci.upper p.value p.crit
sig
holz vs. polygon
0.26868 -1.76326 2.30062 0.72985 0.0250 FALSE
holz vs. rubberband
0.18680 -2.03331 2.40691 0.82590 0.0500 FALSE
polygon vs. rubberband 0.37219 -1.75246 2.49683 0.64777 0.0169 FALSE

# do the ANOVA using bootstrap procedure with rmanovab()
rmanovab(y = df3$total_time, groups = df3$ui, block = df3$user_id,
nboot = 599)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Call:
rmanovab(y = df3$total_time, groups = df3$ui, blocks = df3$user_id,
nboot = 599)
Test statistic: 0.4599
Critical value: 3.0699
Significant: FALSE

# post hoc tests for bootsrapping method using pairdepb()
pairdepb(y = df3$total_time, groups = df3$ui, block = df3$user_id)

##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Call:
pairdepb(y = df3$total_time, groups = df3$ui, blocks = df3$user_id)
psihat ci.lower ci.upper
test
crit
sig
holz vs. polygon
-0.03697 -1.86772 1.79379 -0.05140 2.54567 FALSE
holz vs. rubberband
0.70693 -1.72301 3.13687 0.74060 2.54567 FALSE
polygon vs. rubberband 0.74390 -1.62332 3.11112 0.79998 2.54567 FALSE

Second dependent variable: total_error
####
####
####
####

Do Assumption tests (normality and sphericity); the latter
gets tested when we run the ANOVA with ezANOVA; However,
some arue that the assumption of normality is not needed if
the sample size >= 25.

# add the user_id back to the data frame
df3 = subset(df2, df2$correct_selection == "True")
df3$determine_page_loads <- df3$page_loads - df3$channel_button_presses
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$determine_page_loads == 1)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("user_id", "ui", "gesture_time",
"pre_gesture_time", "total_time", "left_error", "right_error",
"total_error"))
# Test for normality in the data for the holz approach
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "holz")

# plot density histogram
p1 <- hist(df3$total_error, breaks = 100, col = "grey", xlab = "Selection technique holz",
freq = FALSE, main = "Histogram with Normal Curve")
# add normal curve
p1 <- curve(dnorm(x, mean = mean(df3$total_error), sd = sd(df3$total_error)),
add = TRUE)
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# plot the corresponding Q-Q plot p2 <# qqnorm(df3$total_error):qqline(df3$total_error)

# additionally conduct shapiro-wilk normality test (a
# significant p-value indicates deviation from normality)
shapiro.test(df3$total_error)
##
## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: df3$total_error
## W = 0.93194, p-value < 2.2e-16

# Test for normality in the data for polygon approach
df3 <- subset(df2, df2$correct_selection == "True")
df3$determine_page_loads <- df3$page_loads - df3$channel_button_presses
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$determine_page_loads == 1)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("user_id", "ui", "gesture_time",
"pre_gesture_time", "total_time", "left_error", "right_error",
"total_error"))
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "polygon")
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# plot density histogram
p1 <- hist(df3$total_error, breaks = 100, col = "grey", xlab = "Selection technique polygon",
freq = FALSE, main = "Histogram with Normal Curve")
# add normal curve
p1 <- curve(dnorm(x, mean = mean(df3$total_error), sd = sd(df3$total_error)),
add = TRUE)
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# plot the corresponding Q-Q plot p2 <# qqnorm(df3$total_error):qqline(df3$total_error)

# additionally conduct shapiro-wilk normality test (a
# significant p-value indicates deviation from normality)
shapiro.test(df3$total_error)
##
## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: df3$total_error
## W = 0.91731, p-value < 2.2e-16

# Test for normality in the data for rubberband approach
df3 = subset(df2, df2$correct_selection == "True")
df3$determine_page_loads <- df3$page_loads - df3$channel_button_presses
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$determine_page_loads == 1)
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df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("user_id", "ui", "gesture_time",
"pre_gesture_time", "total_time", "left_error", "right_error",
"total_error"))
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "rubberband")

# plot density histogram
p1 <- hist(df3$total_error, breaks = 100, col = "grey", xlab = "Selection technique rubberband",
freq = FALSE, main = "Histogram with Normal Curve")
# add normal curve
p1 <- curve(dnorm(x, mean = mean(df3$total_error), sd = sd(df3$total_error)),
add = TRUE)
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# plot the corresponding Q-Q plot p2 <# qqnorm(df3$total_error):qqline(df3$total_error)

# additionally conduct shapiro-wilk normality test (a
# significant p-value indicates deviation from normality)
shapiro.test(df3$total_error)
##
## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: df3$total_error
## W = 0.89187, p-value < 2.2e-16

15

20

#### Test for sphericity by doing an ANOVA and read p-value for
#### Maulchy s test from the ANOVA table
df3 = subset(df2, df2$correct_selection == "True")
df3$determine_page_loads <- df3$page_loads - df3$channel_button_presses
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$determine_page_loads == 1)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("user_id", "ui", "gesture_time",
"pre_gesture_time", "total_time", "left_error", "right_error",
"total_error"))
# create an ANOVA model
newModel1 <- ezANOVA(data = df3, dv = .(total_error), wid = .(user_id),
within = .(ui), detailed = TRUE, type = 3)
# call the model and see if sphericity has been violated
# (Mauchly s p-value mus not be significant)
newModel1
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

$ANOVA

Effect DFn DFd
SSn
SSd
F
p p<.05
1 (Intercept)
1 29 5444.3822 430.4709 366.77757 5.298461e-18
*
2
ui
2 58 511.1055 351.5349 42.16384 4.943341e-12
*
ges
1 0.8744046
2 0.3952525
$ Mauchly s Test for Sphericity
Effect
W
p p<.05
2
ui 0.7393451 0.01458347
*
$ Sphericity Corrections
Effect
GGe
p[GG] p[GG]<.05
HFe
p[HF] p[HF]<.05
2
ui 0.7932385 5.298564e-10
* 0.8316025 2.222972e-10
*

####
####
####
####
####
####
####

post hoc tests and confident intervals; only needed when
there is a significant difference, after assessing
assumption tests (sphericity (+ correction if needed),
normality and equal sample sizes in groups)! postHocModel1
<- aov(total_error ~ ui, data = df3) postHocs1 <glht(postHocModel1, linfct = mcp(ui = Tukey ))
summary(postHocs1) confint(postHocs1)

####
####
####
####
####
####
####

because the assumption of independent observations has been
violated, the assumption of normality of variables and the
assumption of sphericity, we have to conduct a robust
one-way repeated measures ANOVA! first, we will do a
one-way repeated measures ANOVA based on trimmed means
second, we will do a one-way repeated measures ANOVA using
bootstrap procedure third, we will do appropriate post hoc

#### tests for both types of robust one-way repeated ANOVA
df3 = subset(df2, df2$correct_selection == "True")
df3$determine_page_loads <- df3$page_loads - df3$channel_button_presses
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$determine_page_loads == 1)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("user_id", "ui", "total_error"))
# do the ANOVA with trimmed means (minus 20 %) using
# rmanova()
rmanova(y = df3$total_error, groups = df3$ui, block = df3$user_id,
tr = 0.2)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Call:
rmanova(y = df3$total_error, groups = df3$ui, blocks = df3$user_id,
tr = 0.2)
Test statistic: 5.462
Degrees of Freedom 1: 1.69
Degrees of Freedom 2: 28.76
p-value: 0.01303

# post hoc tests using rmmcp()
rmmcp(y = df3$total_error, groups = df3$ui, block = df3$user_id)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Call:
rmmcp(y = df3$total_error, groups = df3$ui, blocks = df3$user_id)
psihat ci.lower ci.upper p.value p.crit
sig
holz vs. polygon
-0.53020 -3.79007 2.72966 0.67130 0.0500 FALSE
holz vs. rubberband
1.79915 0.34913 3.24916 0.00428 0.0250 TRUE
polygon vs. rubberband 2.61801 0.53090 4.70513 0.00396 0.0169 TRUE

# do the ANOVA using bootstrap procedure with rmanovab()
rmanovab(y = df3$total_error, groups = df3$ui, block = df3$user_id,
nboot = 599)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Call:
rmanovab(y = df3$total_error, groups = df3$ui, blocks = df3$user_id,
nboot = 599)
Test statistic: 5.462
Critical value: 3.5476
Significant: TRUE

# post hoc tests for bootsrapping method using pairdepb()
pairdepb(y = df3$total_error, groups = df3$ui, block = df3$user_id)
## Call:

##
##
##
##
##
##

pairdepb(y = df3$total_error, groups = df3$ui, blocks = df3$user_id)
psihat ci.lower ci.upper
test
crit
sig
holz vs. polygon
-1.69743 -4.53899 1.14412 -1.46173 2.44699 FALSE
holz vs. rubberband
1.55168 -0.23200 3.33537 2.12871 2.44699 FALSE
polygon vs. rubberband 3.24912 0.77629 5.72194 3.21516 2.44699 TRUE

Do MLM for total_time and total_error
#### because the assumption of normality of variables and the
#### assumption of sphericity and the observed cases are not
#### equal, we have to conduct a an MLM
df3 <- subset(df2, df2$correct_selection == "True")
df3$determine_page_loads <- df3$page_loads - df3$channel_button_presses
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$determine_page_loads == 1)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("user_id", "ui", "total_time",
"n_target_channels", "n_available_channels"))
# create a baseline model
baseline0 <- lme(total_time ~ 1, random = ~1 | user_id/ui, data = df3,
method = "ML")
uiModel0 <- lme(total_time ~ ui, random = ~1 | user_id/ui, data = df3,
method = "ML")
# compare models
anova(baseline0, uiModel0)
##
Model df
AIC
BIC
logLik
Test L.Ratio p-value
## baseline0
1 4 13444.29 13466.84 -6718.144
## uiModel0
2 6 13445.23 13479.07 -6716.616 1 vs 2 3.055778
0.217
summary(uiModel0)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Linear mixed-effects model fit by maximum likelihood
Data: df3
AIC
BIC
logLik
13445.23 13479.06 -6716.616
Random effects:
Formula: ~1 | user_id
(Intercept)
StdDev:
2.795803
Formula: ~1 | ui %in% user_id
(Intercept) Residual
StdDev:
2.501187 5.866738
Fixed effects: total_time ~ ui
Value Std.Error
DF
t-value p-value
(Intercept) 9.878980 0.5895304 1987 16.757371 0.0000
ui1
-0.674474 0.4159788
58 -1.621414 0.1104
ui2
0.595871 0.4169916
58 1.428976 0.1584

##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Correlation:
(Intr) ui1
ui1 -0.001
ui2 0.003 -0.502
Standardized Within-Group Residuals:
Min
Q1
Med
Q3
Max
-3.0565176 -0.4831212 -0.1553407 0.2395115 13.1031831
Number of Observations: 2077
Number of Groups:
user_id ui %in% user_id
30
90

# postHocs <- glht(uiModel0, linfct = mcp(ui= Tukey ))
# summary(postHocs) confint(postHocs)
#### because the assumption of normality of variables and the
#### assumption of sphericity and the observed cases are not
#### equal, we have to conduct a an MLM for total_error
df3 <- subset(df2, df2$correct_selection == "True")
df3$determine_page_loads <- df3$page_loads - df3$channel_button_presses
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$determine_page_loads == 1)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("user_id", "ui", "total_time",
"n_target_channels", "n_available_channels", "total_error"))
# create a baseline model
baseline1 <- lme(total_error ~ 1, random = ~1 | user_id/ui, data = df3,
method = "ML")
uiModel1 <- lme(total_error ~ ui, random = ~1 | user_id/ui, data = df3,
method = "ML")
# compare models
anova(baseline1, uiModel1)
##
Model df
AIC
BIC
logLik
Test L.Ratio p-value
## baseline1
1 4 12146.58 12169.13 -6069.288
## uiModel1
2 6 12096.55 12130.38 -6042.274 1 vs 2 54.02947 <.0001
postHocs <- glht(uiModel1, linfct = mcp(ui = "Tukey"))
summary(postHocs)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Simultaneous Tests for General Linear Hypotheses
Multiple Comparisons of Means: Tukey Contrasts
Fit: lme.formula(fixed = total_error ~ ui, data = df3, random = ~1 |
user_id/ui, method = "ML")
Linear Hypotheses:
polygon - holz == 0

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
2.4794
0.6210
3.992
2e-04 ***

##
##
##
##
##

rubberband - holz == 0
-3.2945
0.6195 -5.318
<1e-04 ***
rubberband - polygon == 0 -5.7738
0.6205 -9.304
<1e-04 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1
1
(Adjusted p values reported -- single-step method)

confint(postHocs)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Simultaneous Confidence Intervals
Multiple Comparisons of Means: Tukey Contrasts
Fit: lme.formula(fixed = total_error ~ ui, data = df3, random = ~1 |
user_id/ui, method = "ML")
Quantile = 2.3428
95% family-wise confidence level
Linear Hypotheses:

Estimate lwr
upr
polygon - holz == 0
2.4794
1.0244 3.9343
rubberband - holz == 0
-3.2945 -4.7457 -1.8432
rubberband - polygon == 0 -5.7738 -7.2276 -4.3200

Extra exploratory analysis: MLM with two predictors ui and number of targets

############################################################# Additional Exploration: Two-Way multilevel
############################################################# total_time 2. total_error
# Two-way ANOVA: Do assumption tests
df3 <- subset(df2, df2$correct_selection == "True")
df3$determine_page_loads <- df3$page_loads - df3$channel_button_presses
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$determine_page_loads == 1)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("user_id", "ui", "total_time",
"n_target_channels", "n_available_channels"))
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$n_available_channels == 3)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("ui", "total_time", "n_available_channels"))
# check normality of residuals for all subject level groups!
# compute residuals for each group (3 x 2 = 6) first group =
# holz
df3 <- subset(df2, df2$correct_selection == "True")
df3$determine_page_loads <- df3$page_loads - df3$channel_button_presses
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$determine_page_loads == 1)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("user_id", "ui", "total_time",
"n_target_channels", "n_available_channels"))
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$n_available_channels == 3)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("ui", "total_time", "n_target_channels"))
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "holz")

# compute residuals
df3_mean <- mean(df3$total_time, na.rm = TRUE)
df3$residuals <- df3$total_time - df3_mean
# plot density histogram of residuals
p1 <- hist(df3$residuals, breaks = 100, col = "grey", xlab = "residuals",
freq = FALSE, main = "Histogram of residuals for holz")
# add normal curve
p1 <- curve(dnorm(x, mean = mean(df3$residuals), sd = sd(df3$total_time)),
add = TRUE)
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# plot the corresponding Q-Q plot p2 <# qqnorm(df3$residuals):qqline(df3$residuals)
# additionally conduct shapiro-wilk normality test (a
# significant p-value indicates deviation from normality)
shapiro.test(df3$residuals)
##
## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: df3$residuals
## W = 0.63382, p-value < 2.2e-16
# second group = polygon
df3 <- subset(df2, df2$correct_selection == "True")
df3$determine_page_loads <- df3$page_loads - df3$channel_button_presses
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$determine_page_loads == 1)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("user_id", "ui", "total_time",
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"n_target_channels", "n_available_channels"))
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$n_available_channels == 3)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("ui", "total_time", "n_target_channels"))
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "polygon")
# compute residuals
df3_mean <- mean(df3$total_time, na.rm = TRUE)
df3$residuals <- df3$total_time - df3_mean
# plot density histogram of residuals
p1 <- hist(df3$residuals, breaks = 100, col = "grey", xlab = "residuals",
freq = FALSE, main = "Histogram of residuals for holz")
# add normal curve
p1 <- curve(dnorm(x, mean = mean(df3$residuals), sd = sd(df3$total_time)),
add = TRUE)
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# plot the corresponding Q-Q plot p2 <# qqnorm(df3$residuals):qqline(df3$residuals)
# additionally conduct shapiro-wilk normality test (a
# significant p-value indicates deviation from normality)
shapiro.test(df3$residuals)
##
## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: df3$residuals
## W = 0.76912, p-value < 2.2e-16
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# third group = rubberband
df3 <- subset(df2, df2$correct_selection == "True")
df3$determine_page_loads <- df3$page_loads - df3$channel_button_presses
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$determine_page_loads == 1)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("user_id", "ui", "total_time",
"n_target_channels", "n_available_channels"))
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$n_available_channels == 3)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("ui", "total_time", "n_target_channels"))
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "rubberband")
# compute residuals
df3_mean <- mean(df3$total_time, na.rm = TRUE)
df3$residuals <- df3$total_time - df3_mean
# plot density histogram of residuals
p1 <- hist(df3$residuals, breaks = 100, col = "grey", xlab = "residuals",
freq = FALSE, main = "Histogram of residuals for holz")
# add normal curve
p1 <- curve(dnorm(x, mean = mean(df3$residuals), sd = sd(df3$total_time)),
add = TRUE)
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# plot the corresponding Q-Q plot p2 <# qqnorm(df3$residuals):qqline(df3$residuals)
# additionally conduct shapiro-wilk normality test (a
# significant p-value indicates deviation from normality)
shapiro.test(df3$residuals)
##

30

## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: df3$residuals
## W = 0.77058, p-value < 2.2e-16
#### plot grouped bar charts and do MLM
df3 <- subset(df2, df2$correct_selection == "True")
df3$determine_page_loads <- df3$page_loads - df3$channel_button_presses
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$determine_page_loads == 1)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("user_id", "ui", "total_time",
"n_target_channels", "n_available_channels"))
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$n_available_channels == 3)
df3$n_target_channels <- as.factor(df3$n_target_channels)
# rename the levels in n_target_channels
levels(df3$n_target_channels)[levels(df3$n_target_channels) ==
1] <- "one Target"
levels(df3$n_target_channels)[levels(df3$n_target_channels) ==
2] <- "two Targets"
# Plot grouped bar charts (ui ~ n_target_channels) for
# total_error for the means rename rows for correct labels in
# plots
levels(df3$ui)[levels(df3$ui) == "holz"] <- "Tracing"
levels(df3$ui)[levels(df3$ui) == "polygon"] <- "Lasso"
levels(df3$ui)[levels(df3$ui) == "rubberband"] <- "Rubber-band"
names(df3)[names(df3) == "total_time"] <- "Time"
names(df3)[names(df3) == "n_target_channels"] <- "Channels"
names(df3)[names(df3) == "Number of channels"] <- "Channels"
# get the mean for all columns for total_time grouped by the
# annotation method and number of targets
df3_group_plots_total_time <- aggregate(Time ~ ui + Channels,
data = df3, mean, na.rm = TRUE)
# plot grouped bar charts for total_time
ggplot(df3_group_plots_total_time, aes(factor(ui), Time, fill = Channels)) +
geom_bar(stat = "identity", position = "dodge") + scale_fill_brewer(palette = "Set1")
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factor(ui)
names(df3)[names(df3) == "Time"] <- "total_time"
names(df3)[names(df3) == "Channels"] <- "n_target_channels"
# count the number of cases per group
count(df3, ui, n_target_channels)
## # A tibble: 6 x 3
##
ui n_target_channels
n
##
<fctr>
<fctr> <int>
## 1
Tracing
one Target
296
## 2
Tracing
two Targets
248
## 3
Lasso
one Target
273
## 4
Lasso
two Targets
244
## 5 Rubber-band
one Target
284
## 6 Rubber-band
two Targets
284
# create a baseline model
baseline <- lme(total_time ~ 1, random = ~1 | user_id/ui/n_target_channels,
data = df3, method = "ML")
# add predictor ui to the model
uiModel <- update(baseline, . ~ . + ui)
# add number of target channels to the previous model
n_target_channelsModel <- update(uiModel, . ~ . + n_target_channels)
# add the interaction term ui:n_target_channels to the model;
# now includes both main effects and interaction effect

total_timeModel <- update(n_target_channelsModel, . ~ . + ui:n_target_channels)
# compare models
anova(baseline, uiModel, n_target_channelsModel, total_timeModel)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

baseline
uiModel
n_target_channelsModel
total_timeModel

Model df
1 5
2 7
3 8
4 10
L.Ratio

baseline
uiModel
1.39423
n_target_channelsModel 68.76398
total_timeModel
12.14646

AIC
10343.07
10345.68
10278.92
10270.77
p-value

BIC
10370.05
10383.45
10322.08
10324.73

logLik
Test
-5166.537
-5165.840 1 vs 2
-5131.458 2 vs 3
-5125.385 3 vs 4

0.4980
<.0001
0.0023

summary(total_timeModel)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Linear mixed-effects model fit by maximum likelihood
Data: df3
AIC
BIC
logLik
10270.77 10324.73 -5125.385
Random effects:
Formula: ~1 | user_id
(Intercept)
StdDev:
2.623449
Formula: ~1 | ui %in% user_id
(Intercept)
StdDev:
2.513363
Formula: ~1 | n_target_channels %in% ui %in% user_id
(Intercept) Residual
StdDev:
1.615154 5.207418
Fixed effects: total_time ~ ui + n_target_channels + ui:n_target_channels
Value Std.Error
DF
t-value p-value
(Intercept)
10.741331 0.5771835 1450 18.609907 0.0000
ui1
-0.415450 0.4533807
58 -0.916337 0.3633
ui2
0.448762 0.4542874
58
0.987836 0.3273
n_target_channels1
-1.930014 0.1788208
86 -10.793007 0.0000
ui1:n_target_channels1 -0.681663 0.2535051
86 -2.688950 0.0086
ui2:n_target_channels1 -0.170437 0.2542855
86 -0.670260 0.5045
Correlation:
(Intr) ui1
ui2
n_tr_1 u1:__1
ui1
0.000
ui2
0.003 -0.503
n_target_channels1
-0.012 -0.013 0.000
ui1:n_target_channels1 -0.008 -0.031 0.020 0.007
ui2:n_target_channels1 0.000 0.020 -0.021 0.016 -0.512
Standardized Within-Group Residuals:
Min
Q1
Med

Q3

Max

## -3.0358112 -0.4348208 -0.1213167 0.2080688 13.4844971
##
## Number of Observations: 1629
## Number of Groups:
##
user_id
##
30
##
ui %in% user_id
##
90
## n_target_channels %in% ui %in% user_id
##
179
# do post hoc tests
lsmeans(total_timeModel, pairwise ~ ui, adjust = "tukey")
## NOTE: Results may be misleading due to involvement in interactions
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

$lsmeans
ui
lsmean
SE df
Tracing
10.32588 0.7338454 29
Lasso
11.19009 0.7356408 29
Rubber-band 10.70802 0.7324717 29

lower.CL
8.824999
9.685538
9.209946

upper.CL
11.82676
12.69465
12.20609

Results are averaged over the levels of: n_target_channels
Confidence level used: 0.95
$contrasts
contrast
estimate
SE df t.ratio p.value
Tracing - Lasso
-0.8642112 0.7867682 58 -1.098 0.5189
Tracing - Rubber-band -0.3821376 0.7838666 58 -0.488 0.8775
Lasso - Rubber-band
0.4820736 0.7854399 58
0.614 0.8132
Results are averaged over the levels of: n_target_channels
P value adjustment: tukey method for comparing a family of 3 estimates

lsmeans(total_timeModel, pairwise ~ n_target_channels, adjust = "tukey")
## NOTE: Results may be misleading due to involvement in interactions
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

$lsmeans
n_target_channels
lsmean
SE df lower.CL upper.CL
one Target
8.811317 0.6021172 29 7.579849 10.04278
two Targets
12.671345 0.6063746 29 11.431170 13.91152
Results are averaged over the levels of: ui
Confidence level used: 0.95
$contrasts
contrast
estimate
SE df t.ratio p.value
one Target - two Targets -3.860028 0.3576416 86 -10.793 <.0001
Results are averaged over the levels of: ui

lsmeans(total_timeModel, pairwise ~ ui * n_target_channels, adjust = "tukey")
## $lsmeans
## ui
## Tracing

n_target_channels
one Target

lsmean
SE df
7.714205 0.7882284 29

lower.CL
6.102097

upper.CL
9.326313

## Lasso
one Target
9.089641 0.7948918 29 7.463905 10.715377
## Rubber-band one Target
9.630105 0.7925428 29 8.009173 11.251037
## Tracing
two Targets
12.937558 0.8059383 29 11.289229 14.585887
## Lasso
two Targets
13.290544 0.8041560 29 11.645860 14.935227
## Rubber-band two Targets
11.785933 0.7939836 29 10.162054 13.409812
##
## Confidence level used: 0.95
##
## $contrasts
## contrast
estimate
SE df
## Tracing,one Target - Lasso,one Target
-1.3754366 0.8903029 58
## Tracing,one Target - Rubber-band,one Target
-1.9159004 0.8882047 58
## Tracing,one Target - Tracing,two Targets
-5.2233533 0.6225469 86
## Tracing,one Target - Lasso,two Targets
-5.5763392 0.8985857 58
## Tracing,one Target - Rubber-band,two Targets
-4.0717282 0.8894916 58
## Lasso,one Target - Rubber-band,one Target
-0.5404638 0.8940863 58
## Lasso,one Target - Tracing,two Targets
-3.8479167 0.9058378 58
## Lasso,one Target - Lasso,two Targets
-4.2009026 0.6263946 86
## Lasso,one Target - Rubber-band,two Targets
-2.6962916 0.8953312 58
## Rubber-band,one Target - Tracing,two Targets
-3.3074529 0.9038900 58
## Rubber-band,one Target - Lasso,two Targets
-3.6604388 0.9021978 58
## Rubber-band,one Target - Rubber-band,two Targets -2.1558278 0.6091052 86
## Tracing,two Targets - Lasso,two Targets
-0.3529858 0.9139552 58
## Tracing,two Targets - Rubber-band,two Targets
1.1516251 0.9051193 58
## Lasso,two Targets - Rubber-band,two Targets
1.5046109 0.9033681 58
## t.ratio p.value
##
-1.545 0.6372
##
-2.157 0.2736
##
-8.390 <.0001
##
-6.206 <.0001
##
-4.578 0.0004
##
-0.604 0.9903
##
-4.248 0.0011
##
-6.706 <.0001
##
-3.012 0.0425
##
-3.659 0.0069
##
-4.057 0.0020
##
-3.539 0.0083
##
-0.386 0.9988
##
1.272 0.7986
##
1.666 0.5596
##
## P value adjustment: tukey method for comparing a family of 6 estimates
# plot interaction plot
names(df3)[names(df3) == "total_time"] <- "Time"
names(df3)[names(df3) == "n_target_channels"] <- "Channels"
names(df3)[names(df3) == "ui"] <- "Techniques"
interaction.plot(df3$Techniques, df3$Channels, df3$Time)
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#### Do the same for total_errror Total_errror
#### plot grouped bar charts and do MLM
df3 <- subset(df2, df2$correct_selection == "True")
df3$determine_page_loads <- df3$page_loads - df3$channel_button_presses
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$determine_page_loads == 1)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("user_id", "ui", "total_time",
"n_target_channels", "n_available_channels", "total_error"))
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$n_available_channels == 3)
df3$n_target_channels <- as.factor(df3$n_target_channels)
# rename the levels in n_target_channels
levels(df3$n_target_channels)[levels(df3$n_target_channels) ==
1] <- "one Target"
levels(df3$n_target_channels)[levels(df3$n_target_channels) ==
2] <- "two Targets"
levels(df3$ui)[levels(df3$ui) == "holz"] <- "Tracing"
levels(df3$ui)[levels(df3$ui) == "polygon"] <- "Lasso"
levels(df3$ui)[levels(df3$ui) == "rubberband"] <- "Rubber-band"
names(df3)[names(df3) == "total_error"] <- "Errors"
names(df3)[names(df3) == "n_target_channels"] <- "Channels"
# Plot grouped bar charts (ui ~ n_target_channels) for
# total_error for the means get the mean for all columns for
# total_time grouped by the annotation method and number of
# targets
df3_group_plots_total_error <- aggregate(Errors ~ ui + Channels,
data = df3, mean, na.rm = TRUE)

# plot grouped bar charts for total_error
ggplot(df3_group_plots_total_error, aes(factor(ui), Errors, fill = Channels)) +
geom_bar(stat = "identity", position = "dodge") + scale_fill_brewer(palette = "Set1")
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factor(ui)
# count the number of cases per group
count(df3, ui, Channels)
## # A tibble: 6 x 3
##
ui
Channels
n
##
<fctr>
<fctr> <int>
## 1
Tracing one Target
296
## 2
Tracing two Targets
248
## 3
Lasso one Target
273
## 4
Lasso two Targets
244
## 5 Rubber-band one Target
284
## 6 Rubber-band two Targets
284
# create a baseline model
baseline <- lme(Errors ~ 1, random = ~1 | user_id/ui/Channels,
data = df3, method = "ML")
# add predictor ui to the model
uiModel <- update(baseline, . ~ . + ui)
# add number of target channels to the previous model
n_target_channelsModel <- update(uiModel, . ~ . + Channels)

# add the interaction term ui:n_target_channels to the model;
# now includes both main effects and interaction effect
total_errorModel <- update(n_target_channelsModel, . ~ . + ui:Channels)
# compare models
anova(baseline, uiModel, n_target_channelsModel, total_errorModel)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

baseline
uiModel
n_target_channelsModel
total_errorModel

Model df
1 5
2 7
3 8
4 10
L.Ratio

baseline
uiModel
50.62321
n_target_channelsModel 10.89272
total_errorModel
15.67003

AIC
9647.680
9601.057
9592.164
9580.494
p-value

BIC
9674.659
9638.827
9635.330
9634.451

logLik
Test
-4818.840
-4793.528 1 vs 2
-4788.082 2 vs 3
-4780.247 3 vs 4

<.0001
1e-03
4e-04

summary(total_errorModel)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Linear mixed-effects model fit by maximum likelihood
Data: df3
AIC
BIC
logLik
9580.494 9634.451 -4780.247
Random effects:
Formula: ~1 | user_id
(Intercept)
StdDev:
1.760474
Formula: ~1 | ui %in% user_id
(Intercept)
StdDev:
2.333913
Formula: ~1 | Channels %in% ui %in% user_id
(Intercept) Residual
StdDev:
1.038102 4.230971
Fixed effects: Errors ~ ui + Channels + ui:Channels
Value Std.Error
DF
t-value p-value
(Intercept)
8.040288 0.4268587 1450 18.835945 0.0000
ui1
0.336986 0.3960567
58 0.850853 0.3983
ui2
2.870812 0.3968828
58 7.233399 0.0000
Channels1
-0.497767 0.1320171
86 -3.770471 0.0003
ui1:Channels1 0.218681 0.1872011
86 1.168161 0.2460
ui2:Channels1 -0.750646 0.1879770
86 -3.993283 0.0001
Correlation:
(Intr) ui1
ui2
Chnnl1 u1:Ch1
ui1
-0.001
ui2
0.003 -0.502
Channels1
-0.014 -0.013 0.000
ui1:Channels1 -0.008 -0.030 0.020 0.008
ui2:Channels1 0.000 0.020 -0.021 0.020 -0.515

##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Standardized Within-Group Residuals:
Min
Q1
Med
Q3
-2.6990422 -0.6044179 -0.1068931 0.4951425
Number of Observations: 1629
Number of Groups:
user_id
30
Channels %in% ui %in% user_id
179

Max
6.6874275

ui %in% user_id
90

lsmeans(total_errorModel, pairwise ~ ui * Channels, adjust = "tukey")
## $lsmeans
## ui
Channels
lsmean
SE df lower.CL upper.CL
## Tracing
one Target
8.098188 0.6188466 29 6.832505 9.363872
## Lasso
one Target
9.662687 0.6243585 29 8.385731 10.939644
## Rubber-band one Target
4.866687 0.6224357 29 3.593663 6.139711
## Tracing
two Targets 8.656360 0.6327641 29 7.362212 9.950507
## Lasso
two Targets 12.159512 0.6319651 29 10.866998 13.452026
## Rubber-band two Targets 4.798292 0.6234702 29 3.523152 6.073432
##
## Confidence level used: 0.95
##
## $contrasts
## contrast
estimate
SE
## Tracing,one Target - Lasso,one Target
-1.56449919 0.7519429
## Tracing,one Target - Rubber-band,one Target
3.23150086 0.7503462
## Tracing,one Target - Tracing,two Targets
-0.55817140 0.4598212
## Tracing,one Target - Lasso,two Targets
-4.06132382 0.7582716
## Tracing,one Target - Rubber-band,two Targets
3.29989643 0.7512051
## Lasso,one Target - Rubber-band,one Target
4.79600004 0.7548756
## Lasso,one Target - Tracing,two Targets
1.00632779 0.7633478
## Lasso,one Target - Lasso,two Targets
-2.49682463 0.4636237
## Lasso,one Target - Rubber-band,two Targets
4.86439562 0.7557118
## Rubber-band,one Target - Tracing,two Targets
-3.78967226 0.7618252
## Rubber-band,one Target - Lasso,two Targets
-7.29282467 0.7611056
## Rubber-band,one Target - Rubber-band,two Targets 0.06839557 0.4482791
## Tracing,two Targets - Lasso,two Targets
-3.50315242 0.7695690
## Tracing,two Targets - Rubber-band,two Targets
3.85806783 0.7626546
## Lasso,two Targets - Rubber-band,two Targets
7.36122025 0.7619064
## t.ratio p.value
##
-2.081 0.3117
##
4.307 0.0009
##
-1.214 0.8290
##
-5.356 <.0001
##
4.393 0.0007
##
6.353 <.0001
##
1.318 0.7738
##
-5.385 <.0001
##
6.437 <.0001
##
-4.974 0.0001
##
-9.582 <.0001
##
0.153 1.0000
##
-4.552 0.0004

df
58
58
86
58
58
58
58
86
58
58
58
86
58
58
58

12

##
5.059 0.0001
##
9.662 <.0001
##
## P value adjustment: tukey method for comparing a family of 6 estimates
# plot interaction plot
names(df3)[names(df3) == "ui"] <- "Techniques"
interaction.plot(df3$Techniques, df3$Channels, df3$Errors)
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Explore the number of selections that were made
#### additional analysis: number of selections made! count
#### number of selections made
df3 <- subset(df2, df2$correct_selection == "True")
df3$determine_page_loads <- df3$page_loads - df3$channel_button_presses
df3 <- subset(df3, df3$determine_page_loads == 1)
df3 <- subset(df3, select = c("user_id", "ui", "total_time",
"n_target_channels", "n_available_channels", "total_error"))
# Inspect the number of selections that were made from the
# data frame
n_selections <- count(df2, ui, n_selections)

Appendix 3
Breakdown of the analysis for the annotation study
Libraries
library(lubridate)
library(plyr)
library(dplyr)
library(ggplot2)
library(contrast)
library(PMCMR)
library(nlme)
library(Skillings.Mack)

Getting the dataset
Load in the .csv file and store it into a variable.
df <- read.csv("export5.9.2017.csv")

Formatting the data for analysis
# Data exploration: show structure of the dataset
str(df, vec.len = 1)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

data.frame :
1180 obs. of 36 variables:
$ user_id
: Factor w/ 6 levels "full1","full2",..: 1 1 ...
$ task_id
: int 42 42 ...
$ timestamp
: Factor w/ 733 levels "2017-08-16 13:31",..: 48 208 ...
$ ui
: Factor w/ 3 levels "bold","carp",..: 1 1 ...
$ page_loads
: int 2 1 ...
$ correct_channels: int 3 3 ...
$ total_time
: num 47.3 ...
$ left_error
: num 0 0 ...
$ right_error
: num 1 0 ...
$ total_error
: num 1 0 ...
$ l_err1
: int 0 0 ...
$ r_err1
: int 0 0 ...
$ l_err2
: int 0 0 ...
$ r_err2
: int 1 0 ...
$ l_err3
: int 0 0 ...
$ r_err3
: int 0 0 ...
$ shape1
: Factor w/ 2 levels "correct","incorrect": 1 1 ...
$ shape2
: Factor w/ 2 levels "correct","incorrect": 1 1 ...
$ shape3
: Factor w/ 2 levels "correct","incorrect": 1 1 ...
$ shape_target1
: Factor w/ 6 levels "","F","M","P",..: 1 1 ...
$ shape_target2
: Factor w/ 6 levels "","F","M","P",..: 3 3 ...
$ shape_target3
: Factor w/ 6 levels "","F","M","P",..: 5 5 ...
$ shape_total
: num 1.07 ...

##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

extent_total
:
blue_annotated :
blue_lhs
:
blue_rhs
:
blue_shape
:
purple_annotated:
purple_lhs
:
purple_rhs
:
purple_shape
:
green_annotated :
green_lhs
:
green_rhs
:
green_shape
:

Joining,
Joining,
Joining,
Joining,

by
by
by
by

=
=
=
=

num
num
num
num
num
num
num
num
num
num
num
num
num

27 ...
10.3 ...
NA NA ...
NA NA ...
NA NA ...
4.17 ...
6.78 ...
2.05 ...
1.06 ...
2.55 ...
11.4 ...
6.85 ...
0.01 0.021 ...

c("user_id",
c("user_id",
c("user_id",
c("user_id",

"task_id",
"task_id",
"task_id",
"task_id",

"timestamp",
"timestamp",
"timestamp",
"timestamp",

"ui",
"ui",
"ui",
"ui",

"page_loads",
"page_loads",
"page_loads",
"page_loads",

"correct_channels",
"correct_channels",
"correct_channels",
"correct_channels",

"total_tim
"total_tim
"total_tim
"total_tim

## # A tibble: 2 x 2
##
df3$page_loads == 1
n
##
<lgl> <int>
## 1
FALSE
5
## 2
TRUE
969

## Joining, by = c("user_id", "task_id", "timestamp", "ui", "page_loads", "correct_channels", "total_tim
#### get the mean for all columns grouped by the ui (there were
#### some values missing for bold & dash)
means <- aggregate(df3[c("total_time", "total_error", "left_error",
"right_error", "l_err1", "r_err1", "l_err2", "r_err2", "l_err3",
"r_err3", "shape_total", "extent_total")], by = list(df3$ui),
FUN = mean, na.rm = TRUE)
#### get the standard deviation for all columns grouped by the
#### ui
sd <- aggregate(df3[c("total_time", "total_error", "left_error",
"right_error", "l_err1", "r_err1", "l_err2", "r_err2", "l_err3",
"r_err3", "shape_total", "extent_total")], by = list(df3$ui),
FUN = sd, na.rm = TRUE)

Boxplots for the numerical dependent variables
#### show boxplots of total_time for each three ui s
par(mfrow = c(1, 1))
boxplot <- boxplot(df3$total_time ~ df3$ui, ylim = c(0, 75))
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#### show bar charts for total_time for each three ui s
#### (excluded standard error whiskers)
ggplot(df3, aes(ui, total_time)) + geom_col() + xlab("\nAnnotation Approach") +
ylab("Time, in seconds\n") + theme_classic()
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#### show boxplots of total_error for each three ui s
boxplot <- boxplot(df3$total_error ~ df3$ui, ylim = c(0, 10))
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#### show boxplots of shape_total for each three ui s
boxplot <- boxplot(df3$shape_total ~ df3$ui, ylim = c(0, 28))
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#### show bar charts for shape_total for each three ui s
ggplot(df3, aes(ui, shape_total)) + geom_col() + xlab("\nAnnotation Approach") +
ylab("Time\n") + theme_classic()
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#### show boxplots of extent_total for each three ui s
boxplot <- boxplot(df3$extent_total ~ df3$ui, ylim = c(0, 50))
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#### show bar charts for extent_total for each three ui s
ggplot(df3, aes(ui, extent_total)) + geom_col() + xlab("\nAnnotation Approach") +
ylab("Time\n") + theme_classic()
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Statistical analysis: test assumptions
########### do statistical analyses for total time (includes
########### extent_total and shape_total) compute residuals and plot
########### histograms and q-q plots for all three annotation types
df3_mean <- mean(df3$total_time, na.rm = TRUE)
df3$residuals <- df3$total_time - df3_mean
# set the plotting grid to 1 charts on 1 column
par(mfrow = c(1, 1))
# plot density histogram
p1 <- hist(df3$residuals, breaks = 100, col = "grey", xlab = "Residuals",
freq = FALSE, main = "Histogram with Normal Curve")
# add normal curve
p1 <- curve(dnorm(x, mean = mean(df3$residuals), sd = sd(df3$residuals)),
add = TRUE)
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# plot the corresponding Q-Q plot (again, for some reason R
# markdown doesn t like q-q plots) p2 <# qqnorm(df3$residuals):qqline(df3$residuals)
# additionally conduct shapiro-wilk normality test (a
# significant p-value indicates deviation from normality)
shapiro.test(df3$residuals)
##
## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: df3$residuals
## W = 0.91605, p-value < 2.2e-16
################# total time histograms and q-q plots compute residuals and
################# plot histograms and q-q plots for dashed
df3_dash <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "dash")
df3_dash_mean <- mean(df3_dash$total_time, na.rm = TRUE)
df3_dash$residuals <- df3_dash$total_time - df3_dash_mean
# histogram
p1 <- hist(df3_dash$residuals, breaks = 100, col = "grey", xlab = "Residuals",
freq = FALSE, main = "Histogram with Normal Curve")
# add normal curve
p1 <- curve(dnorm(x, mean = mean(df3_dash$residuals), sd = sd(df3_dash$residuals)),
add = TRUE)
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# do q-q- plots (again, for some reason R markdown doesn t
# like q-q plots) p2 <# qqnorm(df3_dash$residuals):qqline(df3_dash$residuals)
# Shapiro-Wilk test
shapiro.test(df3_dash$residuals)
##
## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: df3_dash$residuals
## W = 0.90954, p-value = 8.609e-13
# compute residuals and plot histograms and q-q plots for
# carpet
df3_carpet <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "carp")
df3_carpet_mean <- mean(df3_carpet$total_time, na.rm = TRUE)
df3_carpet$residuals <- df3_carpet$total_time - df3_carpet_mean
# histogram
p1 <- hist(df3_carpet$residuals, breaks = 100, col = "grey",
xlab = "Residuals", freq = FALSE, main = "Histogram with Normal Curve")
# add normal curve
p1 <- curve(dnorm(x, mean = mean(df3_carpet$residuals), sd = sd(df3_carpet$residuals)),
add = TRUE)
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# do q-q plots: (again, for some reason R markdown doesn t
# like q-q plots) p2 <# qqnorm(df3_carpet$residuals):qqline(df3_carpet$residuals)
# Shapiro-Wilk test
shapiro.test(df3_carpet$residuals)
##
## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: df3_carpet$residuals
## W = 0.86399, p-value = 2.744e-16
# compute residuals and plot histograms and q-q plots for
# bold
df3_bold <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "bold")
df3_bold_mean <- mean(df3_bold$total_time, na.rm = TRUE)
df3_bold$residuals <- df3_bold$total_time - df3_bold_mean
# histogram
p1 <- hist(df3_bold$residuals, breaks = 100, col = "grey", xlab = "Residuals",
freq = FALSE, main = "Histogram with Normal Curve")
# add normal curve
p1 <- curve(dnorm(x, mean = mean(df3_bold$residuals), sd = sd(df3_bold$residuals)),
add = TRUE)
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# do q-q plots (again, for some reason R markdown doesn t
# like q-q plots) p2 <# qqnorm(df3_bold$residuals):qqline(df3_bold$residuals)
# Shapiro-Wilk test
shapiro.test(df3_carpet$residuals)
##
## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: df3_carpet$residuals
## W = 0.86399, p-value = 2.744e-16
##################### extent_total histograms and q-q plots compute residuals and
##################### plot histograms and q-q plots for dashed
df3_dash <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "dash")
df3_dash_mean <- mean(df3_dash$extent_total, na.rm = TRUE)
df3_dash$residuals <- df3_dash$extent_total - df3_dash_mean
# histogram
p1 <- hist(df3_dash$residuals, breaks = 100, col = "grey", xlab = "Residuals",
freq = FALSE, main = "Histogram with Normal Curve")
# add normal curve
p1 <- curve(dnorm(x, mean = mean(df3_dash$residuals), sd = sd(df3_dash$residuals)),
add = TRUE)
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# p2 <- qqnorm(df3_dash$residuals):qqline(df3_dash$residuals)
# Shapiro-Wilk test
shapiro.test(df3$residuals)
##
## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: df3$residuals
## W = 0.91605, p-value < 2.2e-16
# compute residuals and plot histograms and q-q plots for
# carpet
df3_carpet <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "carp")
df3_carpet_mean <- mean(df3_carpet$extent_total, na.rm = TRUE)
df3_carpet$residuals <- df3_carpet$extent_total - df3_carpet_mean
# histogram
p1 <- hist(df3_carpet$residuals, breaks = 100, col = "grey",
xlab = "Residuals", freq = FALSE, main = "Histogram with Normal Curve")
# add normal curve
p1 <- curve(dnorm(x, mean = mean(df3_carpet$residuals), sd = sd(df3_carpet$residuals)),
add = TRUE)
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# p2 <# qqnorm(df3_carpet$residuals):qqline(df3_carpet$residuals)
# Shapiro-Wilk test
shapiro.test(df3_carpet$residuals)
##
## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: df3_carpet$residuals
## W = 0.94373, p-value = 8.7e-10
# compute residuals and plot histograms and q-q plots for
# bold
df3_bold <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "bold")
df3_bold_mean <- mean(df3_bold$extent_total, na.rm = TRUE)
df3_bold$residuals <- df3_bold$extent_total - df3_bold_mean
# histogram
p1 <- hist(df3_bold$residuals, breaks = 100, col = "grey", xlab = "Residuals",
freq = FALSE, main = "Histogram with Normal Curve")
# add normal curve
p1 <- curve(dnorm(x, mean = mean(df3_bold$residuals), sd = sd(df3_bold$residuals)),
add = TRUE)
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# p2 <- qqnorm(df3_bold$residuals):qqline(df3_bold$residuals)
# Shapiro-Wilk test
shapiro.test(df3_carpet$residuals)
##
## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: df3_carpet$residuals
## W = 0.94373, p-value = 8.7e-10
################################### shape_total histograms and q-q plots compute residuals and
################################### plot histograms and q-q plots for dashed
df3_dash <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "dash")
df3_dash_mean <- mean(df3_dash$shape_total, na.rm = TRUE)
df3_dash$residuals <- df3_dash$shape_total - df3_dash_mean
# histogram
p1 <- hist(df3_dash$residuals, breaks = 100, col = "grey", xlab = "Residuals",
freq = FALSE, main = "Histogram with Normal Curve")
# add normal curve
p1 <- curve(dnorm(x, mean = mean(df3_dash$residuals), sd = sd(df3_dash$residuals)),
add = TRUE)
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# p2 <- qqnorm(df3_dash$residuals):qqline(df3_dash$residuals)
# Shapiro-Wilk test
shapiro.test(df3$residuals)
##
## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: df3$residuals
## W = 0.91605, p-value < 2.2e-16
# compute residuals and plot histograms and q-q plots for
# carpet
df3_carpet <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "carp")
df3_carpet_mean <- mean(df3_carpet$shape_total, na.rm = TRUE)
df3_carpet$residuals <- df3_carpet$shape_total - df3_carpet_mean
# histogram
p1 <- hist(df3_carpet$residuals, breaks = 100, col = "grey",
xlab = "Residuals", freq = FALSE, main = "Histogram with Normal Curve")
# add normal curve
p1 <- curve(dnorm(x, mean = mean(df3_carpet$residuals), sd = sd(df3_carpet$residuals)),
add = TRUE)
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# p2 <# qqnorm(df3_carpet$residuals):qqline(df3_carpet$residuals)
# Shapiro-Wilk test
shapiro.test(df3_carpet$residuals)
##
## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: df3_carpet$residuals
## W = 0.87515, p-value = 1.413e-15
# compute residuals and plot histograms and q-q plots for
# bold
df3_bold <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "bold")
df3_bold_mean <- mean(df3_bold$shape_total, na.rm = TRUE)
df3_bold$residuals <- df3_bold$shape_total - df3_bold_mean
# histogram
p1 <- hist(df3_bold$residuals, breaks = 100, col = "grey", xlab = "Residuals",
freq = FALSE, main = "Histogram with Normal Curve")
# add normal curve (won t do it because data is not
# sufficiently distributed for it)
p1 <- curve(dnorm(x, mean = mean(df3_bold$residuals), sd = sd(df3_bold$residuals)),
add = TRUE)
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# p2 <- qqnorm(df3_bold$residuals):qqline(df3_bold$residuals)
# Shapiro-Wilk test
shapiro.test(df3_carpet$residuals)
##
## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: df3_carpet$residuals
## W = 0.87515, p-value = 1.413e-15
#######

Statistical analyses: multilevel linear model
### MLM for total_time
# count the number of cases per group
count(df3, ui)
## # A tibble: 3 x 2
##
ui
n
##
<chr> <int>
## 1 bold
316
## 2 carp
325
## 3 dash
314
# result: almost equally balanced!
# first convert ui column into a factor
df3$ui <- as.factor(df3$ui)
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20

# do new column for participant id
df3$id <- c(1:955)
# -2 resembles the dashed group -1 and -1 resemble bold and
# carpet
dashed_vs_carpet_and_bold <- c(1, 1, -2)
bold_vs_carpet <- c(-1, 1, 0)
contrasts(df3$ui) <- cbind(dashed_vs_carpet_and_bold, bold_vs_carpet)
# show if contrasts were set up correctly df3$ui
# do MLM
baseline <- lme(total_time ~ 1, random = ~1 | id/ui, data = df3,
method = "ML")
annotationModel <- lme(total_time ~ ui, random = ~1 | id/ui,
data = df3, method = "ML")
anova(baseline, annotationModel)
##
Model df
AIC
BIC
logLik
Test L.Ratio
## baseline
1 4 7172.357 7191.804 -3582.178
## annotationModel
2 6 7136.601 7165.771 -3562.300 1 vs 2 39.75618
##
p-value
## baseline
## annotationModel <.0001
# show pairwise group comparisons determined by the contrasts
summary(annotationModel)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Linear mixed-effects model fit by maximum likelihood
Data: df3
AIC
BIC logLik
7136.601 7165.771 -3562.3
Random effects:
Formula: ~1 | id
(Intercept)
StdDev:
6.894128
Formula: ~1 | ui %in% id
(Intercept) Residual
StdDev:
6.894128 2.585298
Fixed effects: total_time ~ ui

Value Std.Error DF
t-value p-value
(Intercept)
34.16208 0.3269488 952 104.48754
0e+00
uidashed_vs_carpet_and_bold 0.86767 0.2319709 952
3.74044
2e-04
uibold_vs_carpet
-2.06538 0.3990677 952 -5.17552
0e+00
Correlation:
(Intr) ud____
uidashed_vs_carpet_and_bold -0.010
uibold_vs_carpet
-0.011 -0.008
Standardized Within-Group Residuals:

##
Min
Q1
Med
Q3
Max
## -0.43985725 -0.17942615 -0.06021575 0.11588584 1.51932872
##
## Number of Observations: 955
## Number of Groups:
##
id ui %in% id
##
955
955
### MLM for shape_total set contrasts for analysis!
df3$ui <- as.factor(df3$ui)
# do new column for participant
df3$id <- c(1:955)
# -2 resembles the dashed group -1 and -1 resemble bold and
# carpet
dashed_vs_carpet_and_bold <- c(1, 1, -2)
bold_vs_carpet <- c(-1, 1, 0)
contrasts(df3$ui) <- cbind(dashed_vs_carpet_and_bold, bold_vs_carpet)
# remove NA cases in shape_total
df3 <- subset(df3, !(is.na(df3["shape_total"])))
# do MLM
shape_total_baseline <- lme(shape_total ~ 1, random = ~1 | id/ui,
data = df3, method = "ML")
shape_total_Model <- lme(shape_total ~ ui, random = ~1 | id/ui,
data = df3, method = "ML")
anova(shape_total_baseline, shape_total_Model)
##
Model df
AIC
BIC
logLik
Test L.Ratio
## shape_total_baseline
1 4 5783.949 5803.379 -2887.974
## shape_total_Model
2 6 5769.212 5798.357 -2878.606 1 vs 2 18.73736
##
p-value
## shape_total_baseline
## shape_total_Model
1e-04
# show pairwise group comparisons determined by the contrasts
summary(shape_total_Model)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Linear mixed-effects model fit by maximum likelihood
Data: df3
AIC
BIC
logLik
5769.212 5798.357 -2878.606
Random effects:
Formula: ~1 | id
(Intercept)
StdDev:
3.413224
Formula: ~1 | ui %in% id
(Intercept) Residual
StdDev:
3.411766 1.279568

## Fixed effects: shape_total ~ ui
##
Value Std.Error DF
t-value p-value
## (Intercept)
4.711726 0.1621830 948 29.051908 0.0000
## uidashed_vs_carpet_and_bold 0.377478 0.1151299 948 3.278716 0.0011
## uibold_vs_carpet
0.557140 0.1978517 948 2.815950 0.0050
## Correlation:
##
(Intr) ud____
## uidashed_vs_carpet_and_bold -0.011
## uibold_vs_carpet
-0.014 -0.010
##
## Standardized Within-Group Residuals:
##
Min
Q1
Med
Q3
Max
## -0.2891681 -0.2016183 -0.0635879 0.1294752 1.2032225
##
## Number of Observations: 951
## Number of Groups:
##
id ui %in% id
##
951
951
### MLM for shape_total set contrasts for analysis!
df3$ui <- as.factor(df3$ui)
# -2 resembles the dashed group -1 and -1 resemble bold and
# carpet
dashed_vs_carpet_and_bold <- c(1, 1, -2)
bold_vs_carpet <- c(-1, 1, 0)
contrasts(df3$ui) <- cbind(dashed_vs_carpet_and_bold, bold_vs_carpet)
# remove NA cases in shape_total
df3 <- subset(df3, !(is.na(df3["extent_total"])))
# do new column for participant (after removing 4 due to
# NA s)
df3$id <- c(1:951)
# do MLM
extent_total_baseline <- lme(extent_total ~ 1, random = ~1 |
id/ui, data = df3, method = "ML")
extent_total_Model <- lme(extent_total ~ ui, random = ~1 | id/ui,
data = df3, method = "ML")
anova(extent_total_baseline, extent_total_Model)
##
##
##
##
##
##

extent_total_baseline
extent_total_Model
extent_total_baseline
extent_total_Model

Model df
AIC
BIC
logLik
Test L.Ratio
1 4 6573.832 6593.262 -3282.916
2 6 6511.724 6540.869 -3249.862 1 vs 2 66.10815
p-value
<.0001

summary(extent_total_Model)
## Linear mixed-effects model fit by maximum likelihood
## Data: df3
##
AIC
BIC
logLik

##
6511.724 6540.869 -3249.862
##
## Random effects:
## Formula: ~1 | id
##
(Intercept)
## StdDev:
5.042099
##
## Formula: ~1 | ui %in% id
##
(Intercept) Residual
## StdDev:
5.042099 1.890787
##
## Fixed effects: extent_total ~ ui
##
Value Std.Error DF t-value p-value
## (Intercept)
20.813125 0.2396334 948 86.85403
0
## uidashed_vs_carpet_and_bold 0.893221 0.1701101 948 5.25084
0
## uibold_vs_carpet
-1.879422 0.2923356 948 -6.42899
0
## Correlation:
##
(Intr) ud____
## uidashed_vs_carpet_and_bold -0.011
## uibold_vs_carpet
-0.014 -0.010
##
## Standardized Within-Group Residuals:
##
Min
Q1
Med
Q3
Max
## -0.59852614 -0.16969734 -0.03973606 0.13366953 1.01379656
##
## Number of Observations: 951
## Number of Groups:
##
id ui %in% id
##
951
951
######################## Shape accuracy count number of errors and the determine
######################## percentage manually
count(df3, ui)
## # A tibble: 3 x 2
##
ui
n
##
<fctr> <int>
## 1
bold
314
## 2
carp
325
## 3
dash
312
# dashed
df8 <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "dash")
df8_false <- subset(df8, df8$total_error != 0)
count(df8)
## # A tibble: 1 x 1
##
n
##
<int>
## 1
312
count(df8, df8$total_error == 0)
## # A tibble: 2 x 2

##
df8$total_error == 0
n
##
<lgl> <int>
## 1
FALSE
13
## 2
TRUE
299
# bold
df8 <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "bold")
df8_false <- subset(df8, df8$total_error != 0)
count(df8)
## # A tibble: 1 x 1
##
n
##
<int>
## 1
314
count(df3, df3$total_error == 0)
## # A tibble: 2 x 2
##
df3$total_error == 0
n
##
<lgl> <int>
## 1
FALSE
101
## 2
TRUE
850
# carpet
df8 <- subset(df3, df3$ui == "carp")
df8_false <- subset(df8, df8$total_error != 0)
count(df8)
## # A tibble: 1 x 1
##
n
##
<int>
## 1
325
count(df8, df8$total_error == 0)
## # A tibble: 2 x 2
##
df8$total_error == 0
n
##
<lgl> <int>
## 1
FALSE
12
## 2
TRUE
313

Analysis for the range accuracy (Skillings Mack Test with Monte Carlo Simulation)
df7 <- subset(df2, df2$ui == "dash")
df7 <- df7["total_error"]
df8 <- subset(df2, df2$ui == "bold")
df8 <- df8["total_error"]
df9 <- subset(df2, df2$ui == "carp")
df9 <- df9["total_error"]

# Transform previous vectors into a matrix(this is required
# for the Skillings MAck test)
df7 <- data.matrix(df7, rownames.force = NA)
df8 <- data.matrix(df8, rownames.force = NA)
df9 <- data.matrix(df9, rownames.force = NA)
length(df7) = length(df9)
length(df8) = length(df9)
matrix <- cbind(df7, df8, df9)
# round values up for better visibility and full integers
matrix <- ceiling(matrix)
#
#
#
#
#
#

Skillings Mack test commented out here in the markup
because it gives us a very loooong output! Relevant results
for us are the following: Skillings-Mack Statistic =
81.210441 , p-value = 1.000000 Note: the p-value is based
on the chi-squared distribution with d.f. = 324
Ski.Mack(matrix)

